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CRONULLA SEAGULLS FC WELCOMES 
HIGHLAND PROPERTY AGENTS 

AS MAJOR SPONSOR 

left to Right: John Schwarzer, George Koulouris, David Highland

“Our team at Highland Property Agents are extremely proud to be the major sponsors of the Cronulla 
Seagulls for 2014 and are excited to continue this relationship in the years to come. Cronulla Seagulls 
is a truly great sporting club and it has been our pleasure to support the club, teams, players, commit-
tee members and parents this year. Several of our team members wear, or have children who wear 
the black, green and white in the club and all love the atmosphere at every game. One of our leading 
agents, John Schwarzer, is not only a parent of players, but also a Committee Member and Coach. 

Well done to everyone at Cronulla Seagulls. Everyone has done a fantastic job at helping to grow 
such a wonderful club. A big thank you to all of the parents, coaches, referees and committee mem-
bers, without your efforts, this strong club would not continue. The players put in such hard work and 
a great deal of effort at every game and we congratulate each and every one of you on a great year. 

We are looking forward to helping grow and support the club and are looking forward to more on 
field action in 2015.“
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COMMITTEE List

Executive Commitee

President  George Koulouris 
Secretary  Robert Brown
Treasurer  Liz Pavett  
Vice Pesident Football  Craig Mackenzie 
Vice President Admin  Jeff Galea
Registrar  Kim Ryder 

Management Commitee

Canteen Controller Simone Earle
Chief Coach - Head John Doyle
Chief Coach - Juniors Robert Zasadzki
Chief Coach - Seniors Joe Mc Ewan
Child Protection Officer Robert Brown
Equipment Officer Jimmy Anthopoulos
General Committee Cleve Barton
General Committee Stuart Bush
General Committee Angela Delfino
General Committee Simon Grant
General Committee Eddie Mostaghimi
General Committee Lincoln Pavett
General Committee John Schwarzer

General Committee Kel Solari
General Committee Geoff Woolley
Grading Chairman Mark Wedesweiler
Grading Officer U6-U11 Craig MacKenzie
Grading Officer U6-U11 Nick Palmer
Ground Controller 

IT/Communications/Web Admin Robert Brown
MiniRoos Ref Manager Mark Wedesweiler
Sponsorship Manager George Koulouris
Team Liason Juniors Larry Nicholas
Team Liason Seniors Phillip Savides
Uniforms Officer Maureen Mostaghimi
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CRONULLA SEAGULLS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Year President Secretary Treasurer V.P Admin V.P Football
1958 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1959 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1960 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1961 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1962 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1963 G. Gilham J. Dear A. Bacon
1964 G. Gilham J. Stearman A. Bacon
1965 G. Gilham T. Lumb A. Bacon
1966 R. Gray T. Lumb N. White
1967 R. Gray D. Solari N. White
1968 R. Gray D. Solari N. White
1969 R. Gray D. Solari J. Benjamin
1970 K. Mcdonough D. Solari J. Benjamin
1971 K. Mcdonough D. Solari J. Benjamin
1972 K. Mcdonough A. Gover J. Benjamin
1973 D. Solari K. Mcdonough A. Walker
1974 D. Solari S. Hore P. White
1975 D. Solari S. Hore P. White
1976 J. Stearman S. Hore P. White
1977 J. Stearman S. Hore P. White
1978 P. White M. Coulter B. Davis
1979 C. Stearman A. Mackenzie B. Davis G. Whitaker
1980 G. Turner A. Mackenzie B. Davis G. Whitaker
1981 G. Turner N. Stanley B. Davis G. Whitaker
1982 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker A. Mackenzie
1983 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker A. Mackenzie K. Mcdonough
1984 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker B. Davison K. Mcdonough
1985 P. Gray J. Burgess G. Whitaker C. Johns K. Mcdonough
1986 J. Burgess E. Marr A. Macken C. Johns K. Mcdonough
1987 C. Johns E. Marr B. Francis B. Beaver K. Mcdonough
1988 C. Johns E. Marr P. Malone P. Rogan K. Mcdonough
1989 C. Johns E. Marr P. Malone G. Bradshaw K. Mcdonough
1990 C. Johns K. Mcdonough P. Malone R.Sullivan R. Stearman
1991 R. Stearman K. Mcdonough P. Malone R.Sullivan J. Keats
1992 R. Stearman A. Mackenzie P. Malone R. Sullivan J. Keats
1993 G. Turner B. Potter P. Malone R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1994 G. Turner B. Potter G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1995 G. Turner vacant G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1996 G. Turner B. Potter G. Hunn R. Sullivan J. Heldoorn
1997 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
1998 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
1999 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2000 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2001 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey K. Ryder J. Heldoorn
2002 R. Sullivan B. Potter L. Harvey S. Turner J. Heldoorn
2003 G. Turner B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller T. Ryder
2004 G. Turner B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller S. Turner
2005 P. Long B. Potter L. Harvey D. Fuller S. Smith
2006 C. Smoothy B. Potter P. Garland D. Fuller C. Smoothy
2007 C. Smoothy B. Potter P. Garland D. Fuller M. Simpson

Year President Secretary Treasurer V.P Admin V.P Football Registrar
2008 C. Smoothy B. Redman P. Garland D. Fuller R. Parker
2009 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett D. Fuller R. Parker
2010 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett M. Simpson R. Parker
2011 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2012 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2013 C. Smoothy B. Redman L. Pavett K. Solari G. Koulouris K. Ryder
2014 G. Koulouris Robert Brown L. Pavett J. Galea C. Mackenzie K. Ryder
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PRESIDENT Report

Welcome 
to Cronulla Seagulls FC presentation day for 2013.
Congratulations to the following teams for their great results this season.

The club keeps growing every year with 2014 being a record year with 1235 registered 
players which made up our 103 teams

Congratulations to the three premiership teams (W14B, W18C and 45B). I would also 
like to congratulate the W18A for winning the State Cup which was a great achieve-
ment by the girls.

A big thank you to our coaches and managers for their efforts and support doing a 
great job as volunteers. To all the seagull players well done for another great year and 
hope to see all players return for season 2015.

I would also like to thank all the teams and parents for helping out every weekend with 
ground duty and set up, also a big thank you to Robert Brown and Stuart Bush who 
turned up every Saturday morning at 6am to co-ordinate the various field set-ups for 
our Miniroos and Competition Teams.

This year the club obtained a new major sponsor, Highland property agents and would 
like to thank Peter and David for their support and look forward to our partnership for 
many years to come.

As to all our other sponsors the club appreciates your support and we encourage all 
our members to support your business.

The committee this year had their work cut out with 1235 players it took a huge effort 
to make sure that the season runs smoothly and would like to congratulate and thank 
them for their support.

With season 2015  looking like a bigger and better year we are hoping to gain a few 
more committee members, so please put your hand up and help

See you all next year

 

George Koulouris
President of Cronulla seagulls Fc 
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SECRETARY Report

TREASURERS Report

2014 turned out to be a big year for the Seagulls with registrations hitting an all-time high.  The buzz of our 
new players during registrations days made the Committee feel like their time and effort put into the Club 
was all worth it.  To see the joy on these new junior players as they bought their first uniform and pleading 
with Mum or Dad to wear the jerseys and boots home. Some parents tell us that their child wouldn’t take 
their uniforms off for days after. I would like to thank all of the other new registrations both in the older 
Junior Teams and Senior Teams and of course, we can’t forgot to thank all of our returning players. The Club 
grows from strength to strength because of you.

I would like to personally thank the few committee people that put a tireless effort into the club, that forgo 
any personal activities on Saturday and Sunday, just to make sure the Club runs as efficient as can be. To the 
rest of the committee, your help has been appreciated.

Where would we be without our Canteen and BBQ. To the Canteen and the BBQ people, thank you for your 
efforts during the season. All profits made from the Canteen and BBQ are used by the Seagulls club to im-
prove its facilities and to make the game that bit more enjoyable.

Thank you to all those teams that did their Ground Duties when requested. It is not a big ask for you to help 
out the club once or twice a season (and the Senior teams that did a few more times than that) to help setup 
the fields and do Ground Control for a few hours. 99% of teams took it in their stride without any complain-
ing. Your efforts certainly take a lot of the strain off the Committee to get the games started on time and for 
all to enjoy the games.

Thanks to our Miniroo Referees. With the increase in Junior teams, we had 34 Miniroo Refs, aged between 
13 and 15 and I must say, what a fantastic job they did through the season and parents, you congratulating 
them after the games (some with 3 cheers), made them a happy and proud bunch.

Special thanks go out to all the Parents and Supporters of our teams. I know for the younger Saturday teams, 
it is hard to get out of bed in winter for the early games (try getting out of bed at 6am to setup the field like 
some of us do), but just remember the joy on your kid’s faces when they kick the ball and even score their 
first goal. That’s what we are here for. I’m sure it is also hard for some Seniors to get out of bed early on a 
Sunday too when they have an early game.

We always need new committee members prepared to offer a few hours a week of their valuable time. We 
don’t need committee members that are just on the committee for personal benefits, but members that are 
there for the “players” both young and old and members that are willing to help make a difference. We are al-
ways looking for committee members from all age groups, Junior and Senior. So, if you want to get involved 
by being on the committee, please send me an email or come along to our AGM on the 30th November.

Last but not least, best wishes to all the players and their families for the off season and we look forward to 
seeing all of you back again next season.

Rob Brown,
Secretary

A very good year financially for Cronulla Seagulls Football Club, thanks to the favourable weather condi-
tions. All Sunday games were played and only 2 Saturday games washed out.

A big thank you to our long term existing sponsors and our new sponsors. If you can, please support 
them as they support us.

Thanks to our canteen ladies Simone, Cathy, Samantha and Anne for another great year. Also thanks to our 
chefs in the BBQ and to all those who jumped in and helped during the busy periods.

To everyone who assisted the committee through the hectic registration period, your help was greatly ap-
preciated.

Best wishes to all the players and their families for the off season and we look forward to seeing all of you 
back again next season.

Liz Pavett
Treasurer
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NUMBER of Players
YEAR U06 U07 U08 U09 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U18 U21 AL O35 O45 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W18 W21 WS TOTAL

2000 63 69 58 42 41 27 26 17 14 28 14 14 18 117 58 13 35 654

2001 62 58 57 53 30 40 14 15 14 15 28 14 36 105 51 15 50 657

2002 63 54 57 46 45 29 29 14 15 15 32 16 125 55 15 32 642

2003 73 45 47 56 52 34 31 32 15 15 32 31 98 55 15 13 11 70 725

2004 92 65 46 52 56 49 35 15 33 27 3 17 31 87 69 40 26 50 793

2005 89 62 56 42 45 38 43 30 16 28 28 47 67 57 28 29 43 15 33 796

2006 110 74 47 52 59 40 41 43 15 15 27 16 33 80 39 15 30 31 45 30 16 858

2007 111 86 62 44 51 53 38 31 29 15 16 43 17 118 20 16 41 15 33 28 16 883

2008 102 68 74 64 41 43 16 28 28 29 16 46 0 153 22 21 14 13 40 15 17 47 897

2009 74 100 67 72 52 31 44 14 28 27 29 32 30 140 39 14 16 16 46 17 28 916

2010 93 64 104 62 69 57 28 41 30 14 48 48 131 61 15 14 30 42 17 15 983

2011 120 85 65 102 61 68 55 41 28 27 46 49 124 55 21 17 16 15 29 15 34 17 1090

2012 95 111 97 64 90 56 38 57 39 46 31 32 130 90 21 19 16 15 16 31 28 16 16 1154

2013 60 99 117 99 45 74 39 27 52 41 56 15 30 119 76 19 15 16 17 16 14 60 14 18 1138

2014 87 72 117 106 97 37 32 45 30 53 44 62 31 165 57 19 43 15 17 18 15 30 30 17 1239

NUMBER of Teams
YEAR U06 U07 U08 U09 U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U16 U18 U21 AL O35 O45 W12 W13 W14 W15 W16 W18 W21 WS TOTAL

2000 7 8 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 7 3 1 2 50

2001 7 7 5 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 5 3 1 3 47

2002 7 6 5 3 3 2 2 1 1 1 2 1 7 3 1 2 47

2003 9 5 4 4 4 3 2 2 1 1 2 2 6 3 2 1 4 55

2004 10 8 4 4 4 3 3 1 2 2 1 2 6 3 3 2 3 61

2005 10 7 5 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 4 3 2 2 3 1 2 61

2006 12 9 4 4 4 3 3 3 1 1 2 1 2 5 2 1 2 2 3 2 1 67

2007 13 10 6 3 4 3 3 2 2 1 1 3 1 7 1 1 3 1 2 2 1 70

2008 16 9 10 7 3 3 1 2 2 2 1 3 9 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 3 80

2009 12 14 9 8 6 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 8 2 1 1 1 3 1 2 84

2010 15 10 11 7 6 5 2 3 2 1 3 3 7 3 1 1 2 3 1 1 87

2011 18 13 7 11 6 6 4 3 2 2 3 3 7 3 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 98

2012 15 18 10 7 7 5 3 4 3 3 2 2 8 5 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 103

2013 10 16 13 10 4 6 3 2 4 3 4 1 2 7 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 99

2014 13 12 12 10 8 3 2 3 2 4 3 4 2 9 3 1 3 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 103
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2014 COMPETITION Tables

JUNIOR Played Won Drawn Lost Goals 
For

Goals 
Against

Goal 
Diff. Points Position

11A 16 12 1 3 56 17 39 37 2
11C 16 12 1 3 50 15 35 37 2
11D 16 9 3 4 43 20 23 30 3
12B 16 8 4 4 33 22 11 28 4
12C 16 4 2 10 15 36 -21 14 8
13A 16 6 3 7 14 26 -12 21 7
13B 16 1 2 13 18 39 -51 5 8
13C 16 6 2 8 35 57 -22 20 5
14A 16 11 2 3 44 15 29 35 1
14C 16 10 3 3 32 23 9 33 2
INTERMEDIATE
15A 16 9 1 6 47 18 29 28 5
15B 16 5 4 7 23 25 -2 19 6
15C/1 16 4 3 9 36 50 -14 15 8
15C/2 16 6 1 9 43 72 -29 19 7
16A 16 7 2 7 33 31 2 23 7
16B 16 4 4 8 21 44 -23 16 8
16C 16 11 1 4 49 24 25 34 4
18A 16 8 1 7 33 33 0 25 4
18B 16 4 2 10 24 38 -14 14 7
18C 16 6 0 10 30 50 -20 18 6
18D 16 7 2 7 25 28 -3 23 5
21A 16 7 5 4 38 24 14 26 4
21B 16 11 2 3 34 20 14 35 3
WOMEN
W12A/1 16 11 0 5 32 14 18 33 2
W12A/2 16 3 1 12 7 42 -35 10 7
W12C 16 9 5 2 17 11 6 32 4
W13B 16 7 3 6 18 18 0 24 4
W14B 16 12 2 2 39 8 31 38 2
W15B 16 4 4 8 30 31 -1 16 7
W16A 16 2 0 14 17 75 -58 6 6
W18A 18 14 1 3 62 21 41 43 2
W18C 18 13 2 3 48 22 26 41 1
W21A 18 6 3 9 30 46 -16 21 6
W21B 18 11 0 7 24 24 0 33 4
WSG 18 3 3 12 19 56 -37 12 9
SENIOR MEN
35A 18 14 1 3 45 25 20 43 1
35C 18 14 2 2 43 10 33 44 1
35F 18 4 1 13 16 49 -33 13 8
45B 18 12 2 4 60 28 32 38 1
AL02/1 18 10 5 3 45 23 22 35 3
AL02/2 18 11 3 4 58 29 29 36 2
AL03 18 9 3 6 38 34 4 30 4
AL05 18 10 4 4 35 14 21 34 4
AL06 18 3 2 13 25 57 -32 11 10
AL10 18 5 3 10 25 42 -17 18 8
AL11/1 18 9 5 4 50 28 22 32 5
AL11/2 18 5 3 10 31 39 -8 18 8
AL14 18 7 2 9 23 50 -27 23 7
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CLUB Service Award
Given Name Surname Yrs Of 

Serv.
Alan Masterson 5
Alexandra Stokes-Hughes 5
Alyssa Johnson 5
Amy Crowe 5
Andrew Youkhana 5
Angus Macpherson 5
Annabelle Harrington 5
Bronte Stark 5
Bryn Schwarzl 5
Charlie Winney 5
Chloe Barley 5
Clay Smith 5
Conrad Briggs 5
Cooper Savides 5
Dean Rindfleish 5
Emma Carey 5
Emma Whitefield 5
Ethan Martin 5
Eva Ozolins 5
Finn Jackson 5
Georgia Holden 5
Harper Marvin 5
Harry Tynan 5
Hayden Casey 5
Jack Hughes 5
Jackson Gage 5
Jacob Aslund 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Jacob Strachan 5
Jade Oliver 5
Jake Birdsall 5
James Marks 5
James Redman 5
Jarrod Bell 5
Jaxon Woods 5
Jeff Senior 5
Jeremy Wirth 5
Jett Worsley 5
Joel Corbett 5
Joshua Brown 5
Kendra Blattman 5
Kian Johnson 5
Laura Young 5
Liam Demech 5
Luca Cincotta 5
Luke Takacs 5
Luke Thompson 5
Lyndien Punnett 5
Maggie Mahoney 5
Marley Moore 5
Matthew Cooke 5
Matthew Nakkan 5
Matthew Palmer 5
Max Lehmann 5
Michael Bishop 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Michael Dutton 5
Mikayla Fernley 5
Mitchell Burwood 5
Monique Szafranek 5
Olivia Gorick 5
Oscar Waser 5
Peter Cuciti 5
Rachael Mauro 5
Reef Turner 5
Rocco Zinnato 5
Rorie O'Hara 5
Rosie Simpson 5
Roy Peat 5
Ruby Lancaster 5
Ryoto Kato 5
Sophie Bray 5
Sophie Crowe 5
Sydney Jackson 5
Talia Karim 5
Tamsin Woolley 5
Thomas Drummond 5
Tristan Quezada 5
Troy Porter 5
Tyler Boxall 5
Tyler Maddern 5
Zara Wilson 5
Ziggy Carlson 5

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Adrian Aguilar 10
Luke Ellston 10
Henry Fuller 10
Christian Kalpou 10
Nathan Wallace 10
Theo Koulouris 10
Daniel Mauro 10
Benjamin Roberts 10
Ben Glennan 10
Jonty Redman 10
Dimitri Vergados 10
Dimitri Vergados 10
Jayden Woods 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Jake Catalano 10
Ryley O'Sullivan 10
Joshua Hackfath 10
Darcy Medway 10
Samuel Wyllie 10
Ryan Gerlach 10
Luke Incollingo 10
Benjamin Harrington 10
Nathan Lim 10
Jordan Grosse 10
Ryan Picknell 10
Ethan Shade 10
Joshua Wallace 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Charles Warden 10
Matthew Peterie 10
Nicole Dunn 10
Georgia Sachr 10
Amelia Croucher 10
Kristina Gronbech 

Wright
10

Elizabeth Milross 10
Anya Robertson 10
Mark Testi 10
Alex Woolfenden 10
Grant Wilkinson 10

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Dominic Kieler 15
Joshua Henderson 15

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Ryan Monk 15
Ross Murray 15

Given Name Surname Yrs Of 
Serv.

Joseph Giardullo 20
Michael Giardullo 20
Gerard Canavan 20
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AWARDS
ASSOC AWARDS

MINOR PREMIERS & PREMIERS 45B, W18C
PREMIERS W14B
MINOR PREMIERS & RUNNERS UP 35A, 35C
MINOR PREMIERS 14A
RUNNERS UP W12A/1, 14C, AL2/2
MOST IMPROVED 14A, 14C, W13B
 
SEMI FINALISTS 12B, 16C, 18A, 21A, 21B, AL2/1, W12C, W13B, W21B
FINALISTS 11A, 11C, 11D, 14A, AL3, AL5, W18A

CLUB AWARDS

MERIT AWARD 15C/2
A’ GRADE MERIT AWARD W16A
MOST IMPROVED 13B
BEST GOAL DIFFERENCE (JNR/SNR) W18A
JNR GOALKEEPER AWARD ADRIAN AGUILAR 14A
 
COMMITTEE PERSON NICK PALMER
JUNIOR CLUBPERSON DANIEL MAURO
 
CLUB CHAMPIONS 
JUNIORS (11-14yrs) 14A
INTERMEDIATE (15-21yrs) 21B
SENIORS (AL - 35/45 men) 35A
WOMENS (W12 - WS) W18A
 
COACH OF THE YEAR 
JUNIOR CRAIG MACKENZIE 11A
INTERMEDIATE MARK FARRUGIA W18C
SENIORS DAVID ROBERTSON 35C
 
SERVICE AWARDS 
5YEARS as per list
10YEARS as per list
15YEARS as per list
20YEARS as per list
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COACHES & MANAGERS List
TEAM Coach Manager

U11D Daren Draganic Kylie Herbert

U12B Phil Sheridan Matt Smith

U12C Jeff Galea Jeff Macallef

U13A Cleve Barton/Dean 
Rindfleish

Brook Dibben

U13B Josh Kemmler Liz Kemmler

U13C Christian Jory NULL

U14A Matt Rice Robert Brown

U14C Trevor John Williams

U15A George Koulouris Geoff Woods

U15B Wayne Druery

U15C/1 Ron Enright Calvin Penrose

U15C/2 Brad Moore Laureena Moore

U16A Michael Dutto

U16B Steve Waters Susan Leavold

U16C Mark Johnson Greg Robson

U18A Michael Harrigan Eddie Lim

U18B Robert McNeill Ethan Redman

U18C Blake Ross Mark Farrugia

U18D Rob Thompson Lyndel Anderson

U21A Peter Garland Leonie Murphy

U21B Michael Harrington

W12A/1 Damien Hurst Jonathon O'Hara

W12A/2 Andrew Barley Darren Stark

TEAM Coach Manager

W12C Geoff Woolley

W13B Russell Crowe Alisa Amos

W14B Genevieve Dennis

W15B Peter Swatosch/Garth 
Young

Jenny Dunn

W16A Damien Hurst Barry Ffench

W18A Dave Fuller Helen Palmer

W18C Mark Farrugia Stephen Beckedahl

W21A Mitchell Parker Alex Lane

W21B Martin McGrath Kristen Arthur

WALG Matthew Ryder Kristy Attwells

AL2/1 Gary Lockwood Andrew Macris

AL2/2 Joe McEwan Joe McEwan

AL3 Dominic Romeo

AL5 Darren Bunny Jim Anthopoulos

AL6 Steve Miller Alex Woolfenden

AL10 Mitch Han Mich Hahn

AL11/1 Rhys Cheetham-Smith Brad Walker

AL11/2 Jackson Lord Dylan Brown

AL14 Liz Pavett

O35A Andre Spnovic Andre Spnovic

O35C Dave Robinson Dave Robinson

O35F Michael Dutton Michael Dutton

O45B Eddy Lim Eddy Lim
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ROOBALL Referees
Adrian Aguilar
Angus Leeman
Ben Johnson
Cam Amos
Christian Kalpou
Daniel Mauro
Daniel Rindfleish
Darcy Medway
Declan Ambrose
Henry Cunningham
Jake Watson
Jayden Woods
Josh Brown
Josh Jacobs
Kieren Medway
Lachlan Macpherson
Luke Whitehill
Mitchell Dibben
Rachael Mauro
Rees Hopper
Reilly Fox
Remy Carlson
Rhys Druery 
Riley Park
Ryan Bultitude
Ryan Walker
Sam Nash
Sam Payne
Sophie Dennis
William Thomas
Zack Barley
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TEAMS And Reports

What a great 2014 season for the team we had. 
Coach Mitch had his work cut out for him, 
with half the team having played last year and 

the other half newbies. We started off with a few tough 
games and had a few losses playing as the 6A’s. Re-
questing to be regraded to give the boys a fair chance 
half way through the season we became the 6B/1’s.

The whole team put in a great effort, from our super 
striker and by far the fastest Lucas, the relentless en-
ergy and enthusiasm of Matthew and Sebastian. Dedi-
cated in defence as always were Harry and Dean with 
Jackson and Mitchell coming out of their shells to finish 
the season very confident players.

I am so proud of the boys putting in 100% each game. 
Look forward to next season!

It was wonderful seeing the enthusiasm and excite-
ment every Saturday and Wednesday night as the 
boys couldn’t wait to get into the game or train-

ing. Each of the boys really improved their skills over 
the season with this being the first for most of them. 
James’ determination and development of his tackling 
was one of the great improvements for the year. Young 
Tom saved some great goals during the year and nearly 
kicked his first goal in the last game. Cooper had a great 
all round year, takling and chasing down every ball he 
could. Harrison held the midfield together defending 
from end to end and kicking a few late season goals 
too. Charlie’s defensive orientation turned the other 
teams around and kept our goals clear game after 
game. Thomas gave it his best in a new sport. Finally, 
Samuel, our goal scoring maestro, a future striker in the 
making with some dribbling around players beyond 
his first year of soccer, and goal scoring ability to boot. 
His personal tally...41 (by his own count!) All this came 
together with everyone having some great fun, trying 
their hearts out every game and having some great 
successes as a team as well as individuals. Summing 
up the year, we played for each other as a team and 
had fun, out motto for every game. A special thank you 
to all of the parents for wonderful support during the 
year, Nick in particular for managing the subs and all 
the dads that helped with training. The photo below 
captures the bond and comradery of the 6B/2 team. 

6A

6B

BACK ROW L-R: Susan Agostmo (Manager), Sebastian Sanchez, Lucas 
Correia, Mitchell Cox, Mitchell Correia (Coach)

FRONT ROW:  Jackson Camilleri, DeanTarabori, Matthew Agostino, 
Harry Langford

BACK ROW L-R:  Carey Duvall (Manager), Trent Duvall (Coach) 
FRONT ROW:  Thomas Woodrow, Charlie Street, James Lamb, 

Thomas McKirdy, Harrison Duvall, Cooper Collins, 
Samuel Stewart
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TEAMS And Reports

It was a great year for the boys in U6C with everyone 
contributing to a fun team environment. For most of 
the boys it was their first year playing football and 

the improvement in their skills from the beginning to 
the end of the season was remarkable. They all put in 
big efforts each week at both training and on game 
days. Alex, Ben, Darcy, James, Nick and Rowan each im-
proved as players individually and as a team. The team 
managed to string a few impressive wins together but 
whether we had a win, loss or a draw all the boys had 
fun every week! Even the parents had fun watching 
their boys in the cold and wet weather. Special thanks 
to all the mums and dads, family and friends for cheer-
ing the boys on week after week.

What a great year. The first year of soccer for 5 
of the 6 kids.  The initial games were fun in 
the way only under 6’s can be. Kids running 

around really not sure what was going on, but having 
fun anyway. The learning curve was fast, and soon all of 
them were getting into the spirit of the game.

Harry showed some serious talent and was a goal scor-
ing machine from the very start. Niko, Will, Wilson, Tom, 
and Luka and also began to score as they gained skills 
and confidence.

With only 1 loss all season, the boys played well. They 
increased their skills, and got along well both on and 
off the field. 2014 was a success for the 6D’s.  “

6C

6D

BACK ROW L-R:  Mat Jessep (Coach), Michael McGaulley (Manager) 
FRONT ROW:  Darcy Cunningham, Benjamin Lacey-Jessep, 

Rowan Casey, James McGaulley, Nicholas Aivaliotis, 
Alexander Sutherland

BACK ROW L-R:  Ross Ozolins (Manager), Miki Dordevic (Coach) 
FRONT ROW:  Luka Ozolins, Nikolas O’Flynn, Tom Oliver, Harrison 

Kane, Wilson Toman, William Cleland
ABSENT: Anthony O’Flynn
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TEAMS And Reports

What a season. Players, parents and coaches 
showed plenty of enthusiasm, tonnes of pas-
sion and a great sense of humour, even on 

some of those cold winter mornings at 8am! We had a 
couple of players who had played last year and the rest 
were first timers. Everyone gave it their best with lots of 
excitement on and off the field for every game.

In the early games there was plenty of enthusiasm but 
not much skill. By the end of the season they looked 
like a group of well trained pro’s.... But that’s enough 
about the goal celebrations.

We were lucky enough to have not one but two fantas-
tic coaches who shared plenty of knowledge and had 
the patience of 100 chess players. Without the coaches 
the boys would not have made the fantastic progress 
that they did.

I think one of the most difficult things for the coaches 
was keeping only 4 players on the field. No one was 
ever keen to leave the field and give someone else a 
turn. Team catch cry was “”can I go back on?”” Thanks to 
everyone for such a wonderful journey. Bring on next 
season. We will miss Joshua and Knox who will be stay-
ing the 6’s next year.

The U6G’s started the season with six young boys whom 
had never played soccer before, two of the boys were just 
4years old when they started. However, what these young 

boys lacked in experience they made up in determination! They 
gave every game 100% effort. Out of 15 games they won 9 and 
had one draw. As the season progressed it was wonderful to see 
the boys becoming friends & ultimate team mates. Everyone of 
them was keen to score goals however with every game their 
natural talent was drawing them into positions. Charlie was our 
over all goal kicker, while Rhys was a natural goal keeper, Ethan 
was born to defend, ain’t no one getting in his way! Jack was 
built for speed & could quite easily run the length of the field 
with the ball. Oliver has soccer in his blood & was spurred on by 
watching the World Cup. He came on every week & just did his 
fancy footwork to get that ball. Oscar initially wanted to score 
goals & score goals he did, heart of a lion he gave it his all every 
week. Coach Nick may have looked like he was just having fun 
every week at training if you were watching the boys smiles, 
but clearly when these boys took to the field you could see they 
were all learning the skills of the game. We are so very proud of 
our U6G boys & we can’t wait for next year, this will be a team 
to watch!

6F

6G

BACK ROW L-R:  Steve Chidgey (Assist. Coach), Nicola Degnan 
(Manager), Adam Haggarty (Coach) 

FRONT ROW:  Knox Haggarty, Lachlan Pontey, Aiden Thomas, 
Charlie Degnan, Elliott Richards, Jack Lennox,  
Joshua Raad

BACK ROW L-R:  Nicholas Dyer (Coach), Felicity Dyer 
(Manager), Mark Silcock (Assist. Coach)

FRONT ROW:  Rhys Johnston, Jack Whitaker,  
Charlie Silcock, Oliver Herbert,  
Oscar Burrell, Ethan Dyer
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For all our boys and their parents, the first year of 
the kids soccer lives proved to be both a challeng-
ing an enjoyable one. Whilst we started off a bit 

timid, we certainly hit our groove by the season’s end 
with all the kids willingly participating in both training 
and on game day, with an eye on the coveted ‘player 
of the match’ trophy awarded at the final whistle. Con-
gratulations on a great season and we all look forward 
to many wonderful years ahead. Special thanks to all 
the mums, dads and grandparents for their help and 
support with training and on game day. Bring on sea-
son 2015.

6H

6I1 BACK ROW L-R:  John Cuciti (Coach), Jock Campbell (High 
Performance Director) 

FRONT ROW:  Rohan Walker, Timothy Guy, Logan Reeves,  
Daniel Cuciti, Luca Campbell, Christian Cuciti

BACK ROW L-R:  Aaron Wynne (Assist. Coach), John Schwarzer 
(Coach) 

FRONT ROW:  Dene Robinson, Adam Attard, Jackson Wynne, 
Cushla Kelly-Parnell, Harry Schwarzer

ABSENT: Chris Connelly (Manager), MacConnelly,  
Jack Gentle
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What a fantastic first season of playing soccer 
for our little under 6I/2 superstars. The boys 
got off to a cracking start winning their first 

ever match and didn’t look back. The boys continued 
their winning streak and were a force to be reckoned 
with, only losing 2 games all season. 

Week in week out the boys were very enthusiastic and 
enjoyed every minute of it! We saw some great defence 
and attack, plenty of goals scored and plenty saved. 
As the season progressed, the boys not only improved 
their individual skills and confidence, but developed 
their teamwork, learning to pass and play collectively 
as a team.

The boys formed strong friendships over the course 
of the season and enjoyed many great times together. 
Well done to Fergus, Marcus, Joshua, William, Samuel, 
Lennox and Asher!

A big thank you to Steve for taking the time out to 
coach the team, and thank you to all parents for their 
support and encouragement throughout the year. 

Looking forward to another great season next year.”

The 2014 under 6J soccer team was made up of 
Mika, Harry, Zachary, Nate, Lachlan, Brooklyn & 
Caleb. Coach Mike & Team Manager Inga organ-

ised the team. It was the first year each of the boys had 
played soccer & the boys were all committed to learn-
ing the game & increasing their skills. From the start it 
was obvious the boys all got along & looked forward 
to each game. As the season progressed we witnessed 
the boys working well as a team, sharing the time on & 
off the field, sharing the ball during the games and & 
demonstrating great sportsmanship by congratulating 
& shaking hands with their opponents after the game. 
Throughout the season the boys’ skills increased and 
they found their own natural positions on the field, 
each bringing their own strengths to the team. Mika 
(The Bulldozer) with great concentration ploughed 
through the field to get the ball up to the goal, Harry 
was very assertive in his attack & defence & was great 
at goal scoring, Zachary showed great improvement 
on the field - becoming a valued team player, Nate 
(our little goalie) found his natural position defending 
& protecting the goals, Lachlan our fastest runner and 
the first player confident in scoring goals from the be-
ginning of the season, Brooklyn’s confidence improved 
throughout the season & demonstrated great attack-
ing skills, Caleb was committed each week - improving 
in his attack & defence. Overall the boys had a great 
amount of fun & have formed great friendships.

6I2

6J

BACK ROW L-R:  Steve Day (Coach), Belinda Barsoom (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  William Day, Asher Maunz, Lennox Southwell, 

Marcus Barsoom, Fergus McKenzie-Slaven,  
Samuel Oliver, Joshua Casaceli

BACK ROW L-R:  Mike Evans (Coach), Inga Barbuto (Manager)
FRONT ROW:  Zachary McElroy, Brooklyn McConnell,  

Lachlan Dietmann, Caleb McConnell, Harry Evans, 
Mika Barbuto, Nate Larkin
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The 6W girls have had an outstanding season, 
for many of the players, their first.  We have had 
many wins and a few losses, however every game 

has been played with determination and fun. The girls 
came together really well as a team, always encour-
aging one another and sharing success. We have also 
enjoyed a vocal parental support team, even through 
those cold and wet mornings. Well done Charlotte, 
Emma, Freya, Gabriella, Imogen, Olive, Imogen and 
Zahli. We look forward to seeing you all play in 2015!

We have had an enjoyable first season with the 
Seagulls soccer club. Our team consisted of 
Brooke, Casey, Cyan, Gracie, Lani, Lexi & So-

phie.

Our team won 10, drew 1 and lost 4 games, which we 
consider great for their first season. The kids had a lot of 
fun and learnt lots of new skills along the way. 

All our kids have improved over the season which is 
all that anyone could ask for. We were extremely lucky 
to have a wonderful group of parents which made our 
experience as coach and manager a breeze. We had 
a large following of parents, grandparents and other 
family members at each game, sometimes the grand-
parents out-numbered the parents.

Overall the girls did the Seagulls Soccer club very proud 
this year with some very big wins and only a couple of 
losses. The players get on well with each other and 
have gained some very good friendships from working 
as a team.

All of the girls have indicated that they would like to 
play again next year so we’re looking forward to an-
other great season in 2015.

Lastly, I would like to have a special thank you for Gav, 
who was our coach for the year. It is a very big effort to 
go to training and the games every week and be the 
coach of an under 6 girl’s team. It is very much appreci-
ated Gav. Thank you.

6W

6X1

BACK ROW L-R:  Nicki Traina (Manager), Ruby Johnstone (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Charlotte Burton, Gabriella Casetta, Emma Traina, 

Imogen Byrne, Zahli Blattman, Freya Earle,  
Olive Johnstone

BACK ROW L-R:  Cyan McKinnon, Sophie Clark, Gracie Gardiner,  
Gavin Mead (Coach) 

FRONT ROW:  Casey O’Hara, Lani McKinley, Brooke Carabedian, 
Lexi Mead 

ABSENT:  Kelly Gardiner (Manager)
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Well done team on a fantastic first season 
of soccer. The year has been full of fun, 
friendships, and of course, a lot of great 

soccer. Every girl in the team has improved so much 
over the year, and you all show great promise of being 
future soccer stars! Training has gone from cartwheels 
to kicking, and from singing to scoring! And the 
games continued to improve week on week, with 
everyone contributing: Camryn with countless goals; 
Indy with consistency, control and speed; Emma with 
her huge kick and impenetrable defence; Arielle with 
her relentless determination and focus; Rimu with 
her dribbling and persistent smile; Jasmine with her 
detailed game plans and post-scoring celebrations; 
and Ebony with her determination to “score 20 goals” 
every single week. Many thanks to our wonderful 
coach, Belinda, who has taught the girls all they need 
to know about the sport, and provided a lot of fun, 
laughs, smiles and hugs along the way.

The 2014 season is behind us and well done to the 
Seagulls 7A team for putting in a fantastic effort 
this year! This is the second season that the boys 

played together and they have grown as a team and 
individuals in so many ways. They have formed strong 
friendships and have some great memories from the 
last past 2 seasons.

Taj was our leading goal scorer and dribbler extrao-
dinaire with a number of blistering runs through and 
around the opposition. Ethan was our robocop, receiv-
ing a number of big hits but bravely shrugging them off 
and carrying on as normal. Archie demonstrated strong 
skills in both attack and defence and was always in the 
thick of things pushing the play forwards. Through 
consistent grit and determination, Hamish never shied 
away from the tackles and was always ready to lend a 
hand up front. Liam played 1 year up again this year 
and provided a solid last line of defence with strong 
tackles and big kicks up the pitch. Charlie grew as an 
attacker throughout the season and has become a for-
midable player with his fearless play.

Win, lose or draw the boys always gave their all and 
brought their energy and enthusiasm to each training 
session and match. It’s been a real pleasure to coach 
and manage them over the course of the season. Of 
course, a special thanks to the parents for getting the 
boys to where they needed to be every week and cheer 
on the team.

6X2

7A

BACK ROW:  Belinda Latta (Coach )
ROW L-R:  Ebony Springall, Jasmine Springall, Arielle Styles, 

Camryn Levell, Indyana Gersling, Rimu O’Neill
ABSENT: Kylie Springall (Manager), Emma Brookes

BACK ROW L-R:  Stephen Parker (Manager), Daren Draganic (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Liam Parker,-Archie Farrugia, Charlie Parkes,  

Ethan Kiehne, Hamish Draganic
ABSENT:  Taj Wardle
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Well the season started with six very keen boys 
some of whom knew each other and others 
who did not. The first couple of weeks were 

simply chaos with all of them running like crazy and 
basically doing whatever they wanted during training.  
This at least gave the coach time to work out some ba-
sic drills to practice so that we could focus on control-
ling the ball. 

As the weeks went by the boys knuckled down and 
started to put the practice into the game. Soon enough 
Milo was running up the side line (using his stellar left 
foot) and sending crosses into Harry and Liam who 
were keen as mustard to score a goal. Hugh began to 
not be frightened of the ball and was tackling and kick-
ing, with Jarvis who was our own Ronaldo with some 
beautiful foot work while Seb started putting his big 
kicks to good use during play.

Unfortunately later in the year Liam fell over and broke 
his arm, Harry went on a seven week holiday and Hugh 
was away but the rest of the boys stepped up to the 
plate and even kept wining whilst playing short or with 
a few fill ins. The season drew to an end with Harry 
back and Liam being able to play the last game. The 
boys had a great time and all of them have improved 
from that first initial mad training night and only lost a 
couple of games this season. Thank you Lisa for taking 
control of things as the manager, thanks to the parents 
who sat in the cold on Tuesdays and thank you U7C’s 
for all of the fun we have had this year. 

7B

7C

BACK ROW L-R:  Allan Stonestreet (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Kalani Rowley, Lachlan Manson, Jonah Smith,  

Aidan Stonestreet, Fletcher Bagley
ABSENT:  Fiona Stonestreet (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R:  Lisa Cameron (Manager), Glen Langford (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Hugh Langford, Liam Cameron, Milo Toman, 

Sebastian Mirarchi, Jarvis Morton,  
Harry Kathestides
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The boys are all great mates & this showed with 
respect for the game, each other & the opposi-
tion. Each boy displayed their own unique talents 

throughout the season with all boys sharing in scoring 
goals for the team

7E’s defense could best be described at times like an 
iron curtain with teams unable to score against us.  
Their passing game was unmatched and could be com-
pared to the beauty of a flock of kookaburras laughing 
on an electric wire with their butts on fire.

Andy Rule: Would stalk & hunt down the opposition 
with a turn of speed unparalleled in any team. Atti 
Lancaster: A tyrant in front of goals - if the opposition 
had the ball near him it wasn’t for long. Baxter Lord: A 
deadly left & right foot, oppositions feared his presence 
on the field. Ben Layton: A fierce competitor also with a 
left & right foot. Would chase down a speeding gazelle 
if it meant scoring or stopping a goal. Riley Walker: An 
all rounder that would cause PAIN to anyone that stood 
in his way and a powerful right foot that knew where 
the net was. Seb Barnes: Most improved of all of our 
players. Seb grew into a fierce defender & showed pace 
and soccer knowledge that he didn’t know he had

Boys I am proud of what we achieved this year. We held 
our heads up high & had a great time kicking a ball 
around a park.  We showed respect to each other, our 
parent’s, our opposition and to our club. We made new 
friends & most of all we are now one big soccer mad 
family. Have a great summer - Coach

7E BACK ROW L-R:  Mai Layton (Coach) 
FRONT ROW:  Baxter Lord, Sebastian Barnes, Andrew Ruhle, 

Benjamin Layton, Atticus Lancaster 
ABSENT:  Lou Lancaster (Manager)

What a great season all the boys have had.  They 
all worked hard under the guidance of our 
fabulous coach, Shane.  

Our team was made up of some first-time-players and 
some with more experience. It was very pleasing to 
watch the boys come together as a team and develop 
into keen young soccer players.

Every Saturday the boys would all put in 110%. Cadel, 
Will, and Jesse showed of their superb dribbling and 
striking skills, resulting in many goals. Every week 
Jaden went from strength to strength in attack and de-
fence. Bailey and Rhys were the quiet achievers assist-
ing the other boys all over the field. 

Great season boys, well done and hope to see you all 
back in 2015

Allison & Wayne Miller, Manager 
Shane Hardcastle, Coach

7F1 BACK ROW L-R:  Allison Miller (Manager), Shane Hardcastle (Coach) 
FRONT ROW:  Rhys Barron, Jaden Babic, Bailey Miller, William 

Hardcastle, Jesse Turnbull, Cadel Wilkinson
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What an exceptional season,we started strong 
this year and improved immensely every sin-
gle week. With 2 new players to the original 

team this year, Hunter and Jamie joined Jackson, Beau, 
Jack & Clayton. The boys showed us some magnificent 
skills and became more confident in their ability to play 
and work as a team. Rain, hail or shine and sometimes 
freezing cold, our little champions didn’t complain, 
they were there with all their heart and soul to play the 
sport they loved. Jack our speedy gonzales, not many 
players could outrun this little trooper, his skills in at-
tack and defence were definitely outstanding. Jackson 
the sliding assassin, his new found skill to slide in at-
tack or defence left players of the other teams gob-
smacked and not expecting it all. Jamie the star striker, 
always in on the play and scoring goals and definitely 
got our team over the line some weeks. Beau the blade 
runner, used his speed to catch the players of the de-
fensive team. Using his tricky skills around the soccer 
field until he got close enough to score a goal, then the 
champion run back to half way. Hunter the steam roller, 
scored some wonderful and unexpected goals that left 
all the parents laughing on the sideline to how it possi-
bly happened and wasn’t scared of the opposition. Last 
but not least Clayton, our white shadow, he was one of 
the most improved players of the season and always 
tried his best. Coach Graham and I are very proud of all 
the efforts this season, well done U7F2 boys!!!

This season was not a boring one! Freezing tem-
peratures, gale force winds and pouring rain did 
not deter our six seagulls from playing an awe-

some season of soccer this year. Kids and parents both 
put in an amazing performance and no doubt had an 
unforgettable time.

Tammy, our amazing manager, had a fantastic idea and 
asked the kids how they saw the season: 

Max “I learnt how to tackle”

Jake “ I learnt to kick better and chase the ball”

Zane “I learnt kicking and passing”

Hugo “I learnt to kick with the side of my boot’

Liam “I learnt ball skills”

Kyran  ”I learnt how to pass the ball & to stop and kick. 
I also learnt to call out my team mate’s name when I 
pass the ball.”

All being said, this was a fantastic season and it seems 
there are many enthusiastic little vegemites looking 
forward to next year’s U8 challenge.

Vivian Ohis 
Coach U7G1

7F2

7G1

ROW L-R:  Graham Braiden (Coach), Clayton Walker,  
Beau Hudson, Jamie Tree, Jackson Braiden,  
Jack Leighton, Hunter Gair, Kim Gair (Manager)

BACK ROW:  Vivian Onis (coach) 
ROW L-R:  Zaine Chebbo, Hugo Ohis, Jake Shearer,  

Liam Stevenson, Max Cleland, Kyran Loupis 
ABSENT:  Tammy Kuch (Manager)
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It’s been a pleasure to be involved with the U7G2 this 
year. Anthony and Jett were friends from the U6s and 
were joined by Bima, Joshua and Xander who were 

new to soccer. The coaching staff was new as well. 

The boys tried hard to learn the rules, improve their 
skills, and play as a team. The highlight of Tuesday night 
trainings were the bigs (parents) versus littles (kids) 
games at the end. Many thanks to all those involved.

Match day was always exciting. We didn’t win all our 
games but scored enough goals to keep the other 
teams honest .

I hope the boys enjoyed playing together as much as I 
enjoyed coaching them.

The 7H1’s was the first season of organised football 
for most of the boys, parents, and the coach. We 
all had so much fun playing at home and in parts 

of The Shire we’d never been to before.   

The boys showed a lot of enthusiasm in training, the 
Boys v Parents matches being a highlight. 

Fairly early on the boys started moving toward positions 
they enjoyed, and this resulted in a balanced team effort 
every week. We had some strong tacklers and ball win-
ners in defense and the middle of the park, some great 
players on the ball, and some good goalscorers too. The 
player of the match was a tough decision every week. 

I think we enjoyed the tournaments the most, with 
all players showing their talents on the field, and with 
time to play between games too. 

A big thank you to the parents, and especially our man-
ager Warwick for helping us every week, and for the 
post match treats. 

With so many good players we’ll see you all next year 
at Seagulls. 

Coach Mike

7G2

7H1

BACK ROW L-R:  Brendan Cantlon (Coach) 
FRONT ROW:  Xander Mahikas, Bima Suta, Josh Kalie,  

Jett Souvleris, Anthony Cantlon 
ABSENT:  Tracey Souvleris (Manager)

BACK ROW L-R:  Mike Garnham (Coach)
FRONT ROW:  Harry Garnham, Jaiden Moggridge, Hayden Mar-

shall, Preston Ventrice, Winston Garnham,  
Will Clancy

ABSENT:  Warwick Clancy (Manager)
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It was a fun season for 7H2s, with five of the boys 
from Burraneer Bay Public School, Alex, Bailey, Ben, 
Chris and Johnny all deciding to play together as a 

team.  Just prior to the season’s commencement the 
boys were joined by Makaila, who had missed out on 
an under-six team and was welcomed into ours.  Our 
Wednesday night coaching sessions were very social 
affairs but in spite of this, the team improved through-
out the year as did the friendships.  There was weekly 
suspense as to who would receive the coveted “Player 
of the Match” trophy and who would receive the incen-
tive award.  By season’s end our group was playing as 
a team with good passes made and goals met with ec-
static group celebration.  Well done and we hope to see 
you all next season.

The 7Ygirls really have a great sense of team, they 
delight in their teammates achievements which 
is absolutely wonderful and shows such a gener-

osity of spirit.

During the season friendships have been cemented 
(among the players as well as the parents). The girls 
have improved their skills immeasurably & have gone 
from initially losing every match, to being extremely 
competitive every time they play.

Izzy & Hannah have become the great defenders, 
Bridget (a 5 year old playing U7¹s) runs around the field 
with a smile on her face the entire time, scoring lots of 
goals during the season;  Sana & Sarah have cemented 
their roles as the great attackers & Felicity & Leni have 
become the great all-rounders.

Congratulations girls on such a wonderful season.”

7H2

7Y

Back Row L-R: Loukia Theodoisou (Manager), David Reichstader 
(Coach), Christine Kadi (Manager)

Front Row: Makaila Harper, Johnny Theodoisou, Chris Kadi,
 Benjamin Lister, Alexander Reichstadter, Bailey Murrey

Sarah Brookes, Isabelle de Souza, Felicity O’Brien, Sana O’Flynn, 
Bridgette Parsons, Hannah Vidler, Leni Webb
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Our objective this year was to be the team that 
was having the most fun and I can honestly say 
that we achieved this very comfortably.   

The line up was very impressive. Our enforcer was Kirra 
who never took a backward step all year and she took 
no nonsense from anyone, the Dads in particular loved 
her passion. The greatest right foot in the competition 
was Tali and watching her kick a soccer ball would of 
been like watching Michelangelo paint the Sistine 
Chapel, simply breath taking. The Tireless worker, and 
there were plenty but Darcy covered more ground 
than a drovers dog and getting her off the field was 
near impossible, she just lived for the contest. Then we 
have the silent assassin Sienna, quiet and unassuming 
off the field but wow when she flicked the switch she 
was unstoppable, blistering speed and pin point accu-
racy with the right foot. Holly was our loveable sweep-
er, always protecting our goals to fend off the oppo-
sition attackers, and fuelled by pizza for breakfast she 
kept the girls entertained at half time. Tegan was our 
pocket rocket, never stopped all game chasing the ball 
down with infectious enthusiasm and a regular goal 
scorer and of course Matilda who is half cattle dog half 
leopard, tenacious and fast. 

Can’t wait to see what next year brings this dynamic 
and talented bunch of little soccer princesses, we fin-
ished the year with unquestionable momentum so 
bring on next year. “

Another successful season indeed – well done boys! 
In a season of many highlights, here are some of my 
favourites:

• Jacob’s no-nonsense defence (…and a sprinkling of 
goals!)

• Cameron’s left foot power & passing accuracy
• Darcy’s last gasp goal against Caringbah Redbacks was a 

beauty
• Lachlan’s desire to be ‘on the ball’ & get involved
• Will’s ‘dribbling’ & a great goal against Lilli Pilli2
• Garvan’s ‘bag full’ of goals got our season off to a great 

start
• Archie’s touch on the ball was remarkable all season
• Aiden’s willingness to help the defence &  often score the 

first goal
• The quality of our passing & teamwork
• Team  ‘camaraderie’  displayed at all times … players cel-

ebrating & hugging each other regardless of who actu-
ally finished the movement by ‘putting the ball in the net’

I have personally appreciated the support given by the par-
ents & grandparents of the boys. We have  become good 
friends & enjoyed the soccer again this year. It was quite 
a challenging season with the emergence of Gymea as a 
threat along with Bosco & Lilli Pilli 1.  

Finally, thankyou to Team Manager Grant for his efforts this 
season in  providing regular communication and general 
support to the team.

Looking forward to season 2015!
Martin Fielder

7W

8A Back Row L-R: Martin Fielder (Coach), Cameron Mackenzie,
 William Singline, Aiden Fielder, Daniel Mauro (Assist. 

Coach)
Front Row: Archie Robinson, Lachlan Maher, Jacob Palmer, 

Garvyn Kendrigan, Darcy Johnson
Absent: Grant Mackenzie (Manager)
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The 8B1’s continue to be a joy to watch througout 
the 2014 season with family and friends eager to 
cheer them on. This year we moved up a field size 

and gained 3 wonderful players.    

They have all bonded well as a team (on and off the 
field) and continue to improve their ball skills while 
learning to spread out and cover all areas of the field. 
The improvement from the beginning of the season 
has been fantastic. Win, lose or draw, the 8B1’s always 
left the field with a smile and wanting more. 

Thank you to our dedicated Coach Andrew who always 
made training fun. Thank you to Stuart who was always 
there to step in when needed. 

It’s a pleasure to manage these wonderful players and I 
look forward to next year.

Bring on 2015!

Elise (Manager)

The coaches and manager of the 8B2s would like 
to congratulate and thank all the boys and their 
parents for a fantastic soccer season in 2014.

The 8B2s played some really great soccer, won many 
more games than they lost, and when playing their 
best were extremely hard to beat.

All the boys demonstrated capable soccer skills at the 
start of the season. But with the effort put in at each 
and every training session, they developed a strong 
commitment to teamwork, passing and positional play. 
This delivered meaningful individual and team perfor-
mance improvements as the season progressed.  

Perhaps even more pleasing was the mateship dis-
played by all the boys throughout the season. Whether 
it was hugs all round to celebrate a goal or a win, the 
support shown for the keeper feeling down about let-
ting in a goal, or the concern for a teammate who was 
hurt, the boys showed they cared for and respected 
each other.

All up, we couldn’t be prouder of all the boys. Well done 
fellas.”

8B1

8B2

Back Row L-R: Andrew Gardiner (Coach), Anna Wilkinson, Samuel 
Gardiner, Joshua Correia, Elise McKillop (Manager)

Front Row: Karlos Arrogante, Stephen Agostino, Tyler Manning,
 Jesse Garabedian, Lachlan Clark, Lucas McKillop

Back Row L-R: Tomas Sanchez (Coach), Alejandro Martinez (Coach), 
Harvey Bishop, Nate Clark, Hamish Johnston, Mike 
Danby (Coach)

Front Row: Oscar Earle, John Kennedy, Tomas Sanchez, Isaac 
Danby, Cruz Martinez

Absent: Don Clarke (Manager), Callum Grant
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Joel, Alex and Elias were welcomed to the team that 
had played together since U6.  Starting in the 8Ds, 
the team got to know each other & Coach Michael 

made Friday afternoon coaching sessions fun for all.  
Winning became 2nd nature & soon regrading saw the 
team in the 8C2s.  The teams got tougher, the opposi-
tion got taller & stronger but we held our own...despite 
only having 8 in the team & borrowing players or play-
ing short some weeks.  Thanks to Stephen, Archie, Cruz 
& Tomas for filling in during the season.  Throughout 
the season...the two Joel’s and Charlie scored lots of 
goals, eveyone took turns at Goalkeeper with Sam’s 
extra safe hands and Alex’s big boot getting us out of 
trouble on many occasions.  Ollie and Elias controlled 
the backs and a special mention to Ben for the amount 
of mileage those little legs did in chasing down every 
ball.  Great season boys, well done!!

8C1

8C2

Back Row L-R: Sarah Johnson (Manager), Jonti Giles-Paulse, Ethan 
Thomas, Lachlan Johnson, Max Harrington, Michael 
Paulse (Coach)

Front Row: Tristyn Harper, Oliver Pearson, Jack Adams, Max 
Lizzo, Marley Howland, Brody Slack-Smith

Back Row L-R: Jennifer Pas (Manager), Sam Pultar, Alexander Pas, 
Joel Murphy, Michael Keogh (Coach)

Front Row: Charlie Jones, Elias Woolley, Oliver Maunz,  
Benjamin Keogh

Absent: Joel Cornock
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The 8F’s had a challenging start to the season but 
after a few weeks of training and getting to know 
each other they gained more and more confi-

dence each week and really began to work together as 
a team. They finished the season with quite a few wins 
and all in all had a great time! Well done to all the boys 
and thank you also to the parents and grandparents 
who showed up every week to cheer and encourage 
from the sidelines. “

8E

8F

Back Row L-R: Tay Drummond, Blake Whitaker, Sasha Gawne, 
Andrew Levell (Coach)

Front Row: Jack Traina, Fletcher Steege, Joshua Singleton,  
Oscar Tarabori, Kai Levell, Lachlan Cotton

Absent: Duncan Drummond (Manager), Morgan Nagy

Back Row L-R: Adam Freeland (Coach), Craig Simpson (Coach), 
Cooper Freeland, Kyan Simpson, Noah Gidney,  
Tanya Lancaster (Manager)

Front Row: Daniel Grant, Robbie Lancaster, Oscar St Baker,  
Harry McQuaid, Luke Fantov, Dimitri Koutantos

Absent: Aiden Savellis
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The 8G’s had a fantastic year. Last year’s team of 
Joel, Flynn, Brooklyn and Phoenix was bolstered 
by the addition this year of Lang, Dylan, Lachlan, 

Curtis and Ty. A fantastic bunch of boys whom each 
gave their all to the game and provided the parents, 
manager and coach with many fond memories as each 
unveiled their unique personalities.  

Early in the season we were unbeatable with a 6-7 
game winning streak that finally came to end with a 
slight mid-season lull. The troops went on to regain 
their composure and carried on with victories all the 
way through till season end. There is no doubt if the un-
der 8’s had a competition ladder we would have been 
right up there. 

Every game had its memorable moments however the 
season highlight had to be the team ferry ride to take 
on Bundeena. A great experience for both players and 
parents.

A huge thank you to coach Brett. We look forward to 
negotiating your contract for next year in coming 
weeks. Following the success of this season no doubt 
the offers are rolling in from other clubs and we can 
only hope you remember your humble beginnings.

Thanks to all the parents, a great season enjoyed by all 
and hopefully one to be repeated in 2015.“

The 8H’s had a good year with a great group of kids 
who had fun at every game. Each and every team 
member improved over the year and started play-

ing more as a team. From mid season the team started 
passing the ball and ended up scoring some great 
team goals. Our backs, Brodie, Kaelan, Adam,Samuel 
and Evan and always tried their best at every game. 

Our forwards Shannon, Angus and Rik always worked 
together and scored over 40 goals between them over 
the season. The standout goal save of the season was 
from Korbin who did a great dive to save a goal and was 
always a strong goalkeeper. Coby was renamed the 
tackling machine as he never stopped and was a key 
defender each game. Thanks to coach Troy who made 
training fun and supported the boys each game and a 
big thank you to all the parents who came and cheered 
the team on each game.

8G Back Row L-R: Brett Cochran (Coach), Brooklyn Rushton, Joel Cochran, 
Lang Thompson, Damian Williams (Manager) 

Front Row: Ty Jennings, Dylan O’Brien, Lachlan Clifton,  
Curtis Larkin, Phoenix Wiggins-Payne, Flynn Williams

8H Back Row L-R: Troy Linnegar (Coach), Shannon Ward, Brodie Cook,
 Evan Lister
Front Row: Samuel Karim, Adam Karim, Coby Ward, Korbin 

Whyte, Kaelan Latham, Rik O’Leary, Angus Linnegar
Absent: Karen Linnegar (Manager)
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It was an amazing season for the girls this year. It 
was great to see all 7 of our existing team members 
return from last year. We warmly welcomed 4 new 

team members who all fit into the team so effortlessly. 

Having to step up into the larger field this year and 
learning the new skills of throw ins, corners and goal-
keeping, the girls took on the challenge. Week in week 
out the girls continued to improve and develop their 
skills, growing in confidence. They displayed great 
sportsmanship and enthusiasm, scoring several amaz-
ing goals with their fearless attacking whilst showing 
determination with their rock solid defence.

The girls formed strong friendships over the course of 
the season and enjoyed many great times together. 
Well done to Georgia, Chloe S, Megan, Zoe, Mia, Rome, 
Cydney, Chloe A, Scarlett, Violet and Isha.

A big thank you to Steve for taking the time out to 
coach the team, and thank you to all parents for their 
support and encouragement throughout the year. 

Looking forward to another great season next year.”

8W

8X

Back Row L-R: Olivia Casetta, Avalon Galea, Brielle Julian, Lara 
Fuller, Matt Smith (Coach)

Front Row: Chloe Sale, Pippi Simpson, Leila Smith, Bronte  
Goodman, Ella Gersling

Absent: Lara Sale (Manager), Emily Wood

Back Row L-R: Belinda Barsoom (Manager), Chloe Schwarzi, Megan 
Bright, Scarlett Monk, Chloe Aivaliotis, Mia Powell, 
Steve Day (Coach)

Front Row: Violet Romberg, Isha McKinley, Rome Southwell, Zoe 
Barsoom, Cydney Sadler, Georgia Day
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Well what an amazing group of girls. From the 
time the first whistle blew in round 1 the girls 
did not look back. They had some amazing 

wins and powered through the season with only being 
defeated twice. As a parent to see the girls excitement 
every time a goal was scored, a goal was saved or just a 
simple kick forward,  the high fives and hugs that were 
flying was priceless to watch. The coach Chris did a fan-
tastic job and his patience and dedication was greatly 
appreciated. The parents support during the season 
was wonderful and thankyou for getting the girls to 
fields far and wide at 8am! I feel very lucky to have been 
the manager of such a wonderful, friendly, well man-
nered and fun bunch of girls on and off the field. I am 
sure they will be back next season to continue those 
high fives! Congrats to Charlotte, Olivia, Steffi, Kiara, 
Piper, Cobe , Bella, Lucy and Lily on a GREAT season.

With 6 new players to the team the boys jelled 
well and that the skill level of the team was 
going to be very high. Having been re-graded 

into A grade after 8 rounds our first win came against 
the Lillipilli 2 after which we went on to record great 
wins again Loftus and Como.  We had clearly adjusted 
to life in the top grade. 

The players: Charlie – He ran all day and had plenty of 
shots at goal and defended brilliantly all season. Clay – 
found his true calling as a defender.  Clay never backs 
down from a challenge. Harry – a team player and go to 
man and can always be relied on.  Jackson – a reliable 
team player who put in a sterling effort each game.  Jes-
sie – a standout this year for his determination and skill 
to defend against the best. Jordan – a standout when 
it comes to having a shot on goal with his long range 
attempts. Joshua – busy and always looking for the ball 
or taking on the opposing players.  A great mid-fielder 
who defends and attacks with confidence. Keeran – a 
great mid-fielder who reads the game very well taking 
on backs at will and creating opportunities with his 
right cross. Max – Max has been outstanding in goals 
all season and was required on numerous occasions to 
stop the opposition from scoring. Ollie – a natural de-
fending mid-fielder and able to defuse many attacking 
raids on the goals with great clearances.  

As coach and manager what a season. Special mention 
to Geoff, Shannon and Grant for assisting the boys dur-
ing the season.

8Y

9A

Back Row L-R: Sara Hill (Manager), Kiara Faddy, Olivia Styles, Steffie 
Forrester, Chris Blair (Coach)

Front Row: Cobe Haggarty, Charlotte Rowe-Johnson, Piper Blair, 
Lily Hill, Lucinda Colgan, Isabella Collins

Back Row L-R: Ian Bridges (Manager), Max Lehmann, Ollie Jacobs
 Jackson Greck, Jordan Reynolds, Mal Smith (Coach)
Front Row: Jesse Wilkinson, Joshua Brierley, Clay Smith, Harry
 Hindle, Keeran Bridges, Charlie Winney
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Another amazing and successful season with some 
great displays of teamwork, skill and loads of fun. 
With the majority of the team the same we wel-

comed two new players and they were a perfect fit. All 
players improved throughout the year and gave the side-
line supporters lots to cheer about with everyone in the 
team scoring at least one goal this season. 

Thanks to all the parents who helped out at training and on 
game days with timing and rotations, the kids are lucky to 
have such dedicated and supportive parents. 

I think we’ve hit our mark in C grade, a far cry from F grade 
where we started in U6s, an even level of wins, draws and 
losses with a more competitive competition and we hope 
to see each and every one of you back again next season. “

9B2

9C2

Back Row L-R: Deidre Worsley (Manager), Blake Pinhorn, Jacob Aslund, 
Ali Awad, Peter Resemond (Coach)

Front Row: Jett Worsley, Samuel Lacey-Jessep, Max Jones,  
Aleksandar O’Flyn, Luca Cincotta, Matthew Coe

Back Row L-R: Nicole Roberts (Manager), Matt Roberts (Coach), 
Kaden Field, Cooper McFadden, Thomas Cox, 
Peter Cooke (Assist. Coach)

Front Row: Matthew Brown, Owen Riley, Haydon Roberts, 
Matthew Cooke, Joel Bates, Alexander Martinez

Absent: Jeke Andrews
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A great bunch of friends who get to play soccer 
together.  It was a tough season with 4 reserves 
for nearly every game, but overall the improve-

ments in all the players were excellent.  Although eve-
ryone wanted to play striker unfortunately there was 
only room for one of those each game.  You all were 
happy to mix it up and have a go everywhere.

There were a number of highlights throughout the 
season the things that stand out are Vincent’s commit-
ment at the back always safe and secure with him there. 
Taj’s goal from the free kick. Tobie’s 2 goal game. Daniel 
becoming a great goalkeeper and Brayden showing 
some future prospects for the position also. Luke and 
Lachlan’s commitment every game they never gave up. 
Adam the analyst with a great ability to read the game. 
Ryan’s commitment to the team, when told to play 
where ever he wanted started to go upfront and saw 
there was no one back he was the only one to make the 
sacrifice to stay back and help the defence. Max’s great 
finish from a cross and never complained when asked 
to do something. Finally Jack whose commitment is 
outstanding and positional play improved dramatically 
throughout the season.

Overall a good season we had some fun and hopefully 
learnt some skills throughout the year. A special men-
tion to Jon Wade for helping out whilst I was away.

Another great season for all the boys this year, 
with the addition of some extra players this sea-
son we had a full squad of 11 players which made 

for some interesting training sessions and some even 
more interesting replacements during games when we 
had to change over half our team at a time - Thanks to 
Ian for his help with this during the season. We spent 
this season trying to master the art of positional play, 
possession and passing and to the boys credit they all 
embraced the concept with great enthusiasm.  During 
the season each of the boys skills really improved and 
once we get on the bigger field next year we will be 
very hard to beat! All of the  boys were a pleasure to 
coach this season. Without doubt my favourite mo-
ment of the season came when I asked if the kids if they 
new what blood pressure was?  Jesse replied it is when 
your face goes red like yours coach!! A special Thanky-
ou to Colleen for managing again this season and also 
to Adam and Alan for stepping to help out with coach-
ing duties when I was unavailable. The last lot of thanks 
go to all the parents who make my Saturday mornings 
really enjoyable with the constant encouragement of 
the boys but more importantly there constant sledging 
of the coach for not being passionate enough!! Hope to 
see you all next year, Cheers Jonathan

9D

9E

Back Row L-R: John Kay (Manager), Vincent Sammut, Tobie Smith, 
Adam Glowacki, Ryan Kay, Lachlan Bova

Front Row: Daniel Benjamin, Luke Callanan, Bryden Goss, Jack 
Waide, Taj Beesley, Max Degan

Absent: Richard Beesley (Coach)

Back Row L-R: Jonatan O’Hara (Coach), Jesse Taylor, Luca  
Stonestreet, Vasily Ukladchikov, Joshua Simpson, 
Ziggy Carlson

Front Row: Zachary O’Hara, Sol Wilkinson, Kye Spencer,  
Matthew Donaghy, Otton Ohis, Kyle Docking

Absent: Collen Taylor (Manager)
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A fantastic combination of players from two sepa-
rate teams last year created a strong and skilful 
9F team!

Andrew together with the assistance of Daniel did a 
wonderful job of coaching this sensational little team 
which resulted in most games won.  On the rare occa-
sion that the boys didn’t win, it was a marginal loss!

Our regular backs, rock solid in defence covered each 
other perfectly to rarely let a goal reach the keeper.  
The efforts of our mids to tirelessly assist in defence 
and then back up in attack was fantastic and the devel-
opment of our forward combinations were extremely 
exciting to watch.

Parents and grandparents, aunties and uncles all en-
joyed the entertainment the boys provided each and 
every week.  Friendships have been formed both on 
and off the field and everyone is looking forward to 
next season.

Thanks to the support provided by all parents and well 
done boys for a cracker of a season!!”

What a fantastic season! Starting the year as the 
9Hs it took a few games to settle in as every-
one got to know some new team mates but it 

soon became clear that this team had the potential to 
do really well together. Under coach Mark’s direction 
players started to achieve a better understanding of 
the different positions with everyone taking their tun 
in goals and rotating through other positions on the 
field. Mid season saw an incredible winning streak as 
the 9Hs won game after game. This attracted the club’s 
attention leading to the team being regraded as the 
9Gs. Playing up a grade brought a few more difficult 
games but it was fantastic to see the team pull togeth-
er, supporting each other on the field, improving their 
passing and teamwork to finish the season on a high 
with another string of wins. Congratulations to all the 
players for their hard work and focus this season and 
looking forward to another great year in 2015.

9F

9G Back Row L-R: Mark Donnelly (Coach), Jonah Chapman, Tristan 
Quezada, Elmore Vidler, Cooper Donnelly, Andrew 
Arena

Front Row: Christopher Andrews, Marcus Barbera, Dylan Tree, 
Cooper Airth, Kenshi Lopez

Absent: Sarah Waser, Caitlyn Vidler (Manager)
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This year was an exciting year for all the girls with a 
huge improvement shown by all players.  Thanks 
to all the parents as well, a great bunch of people 

who helped with training and game days, in particular 
Michael, Randall and Anthony.  We also need to thank 
the 9W2 team for helping us out at the end of the sea-
son with providing us with extra players as we had two 
of our girls out with broken bones.  In all a challenging 
and successful season.  Look forward to seeing every-
one next year. 

What another great season from the mighty 
9W2’s. It’s such a delight to see how far all the 
girls are progressing each year, both individu-

ally and as a team, and to see them continue to develop 
a love of the game.

The old adage - there is no ‘I’ in team - is perfectly apt 
for this group who have bonded fantastically. The most 
pleasing and encouraging aspect is how every player 
contributes to each match in their own unique way.

There were many highs (pipping the Redbacks and 
Miranda stand out), few lows (only 2 losses all year), 
and lots of laughs along the way. A big thank you to 
all our parents and loyal supporters who brave the 
early morning starts to encourage and cheer the girls 
on (particular thanks to Catherine - our super manager, 
and Andrew - our super co-coach, for all their time and 
efforts all year).

Hoping to see you all next season for more fun!”

9W1

9W2

Back Row L-R: Wayne Schofield (Coach), Georgia Crossle, Nicola 
Barge, Tahlia Ingram, Zara Lord, Aylyza Damian

Front Row: Caitlyn Schofield, Diaz Blanch, Billie Powell, Kayla 
Barge, Charli Hunter, 

Absent: Lauren Schofield (Manager)

Back Row L-R: Paul Oliver (Coach), Tess Corbett, Eva Ozolins, Rosie 
Dagnan, Catherine Marshall (Manager)

Front Row: Giuliana Nicholas, Tess Rowland, Alexa Marshall, Jade 
Oliver, Isabella Raad

Absent: Andrew Marshall (Assist. Coach), Clancy Toman, 
Charli Neil
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9X

10A1

Back Row L-R: Tara Thornley, Annabelle Harrington, Hannah Spnovic, 
Eliane Toman, Richard Andrikis (Coach)

Front Row: Grace Marks, Sophie Bray, Alyssa Johnson, Emily Spnovic, 
Kendra Blattman, Sarah-Bronte Andrikis, Amelia O’Brien

Absent: Sarah Thornely (Manager)

Back Row L-R: Regina Donaghy (Manager), Tamsyn Shade, Lily 
Stark, Charlotte Liprini, Harper Marvin, Arwen 
Johnstone, Darren Stark (Coach)

Front Row: Caitlin Donaghy, Abbey Wallace, Katie Woodin, 
Emily Tan, Gabrielle Clifton, Lucy De Souza, 
Gemma Clarke

The 10As had a successful P16 W11 D2 L3 season. 
The challenge was to bring together a team that 
included 5 A-grade novices and to unlock the 

potential of the bigger pitch. An excellent defensive 
unit conceded a mere 26 goals while great passing 
and finishing saw us bang in 65 goals at the other end. 
Dedicated ‘keeper Renzo was a star between the sticks 
and saved the day on many occasions. Apparently in-
destructible Iron Man Connor at Right Back and near-
flawless Ice Man Luke at Left Back forged an effective 
partnership, protected by tough-tackling gamebreaker 
Matty at Centre Back. Ubiquitous super-sub Marley 
played every position and made contributions all over 
the pitch. Livewire Ethan provided plenty of spark from 
left midfield and often got us going with his attacking 
runs and timely goals. Bede ran the show from centre 
midfield, setting up attacks with accurate passes and 
scoring plenty of goals himself. Gutsy Tyler was a strike 
weapon in right midfield and formed a potent combi-
nation with Sean down the right flank. Target man Kian 
led the line in attack, held the ball up and set up nu-
merous goals with his crafty passes. Golden Boot Sean 
scored 22 goals and set up plenty more with his silky 
skills and deadly crosses. The boys were a pleasure to 
coach and had a great team spirit. Their passing and 
positioning was excellent and at times they played 
some thrilling football. My thanks go to a supportive 
parental group, especially to Scott Maddern for his help 
and sage advice.
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This was the first time a number of the team played 
together and after re-grading the boys had more 
space and time. They played some beautiful soc-

cer, with accurate passing, positional play and a fantas-
tic attitude.

Kynan owned Left Back and calmly blocked attacks and 
provided solid ball to the midfield. Blake positioned 
well at Right Back with strong clearance kicks and 
worked well with the other defenders. Jack was a dy-
namo at Centre Back and occasionally midfield where 
he relentlessly chased the ball and made strong runs.

Koby was our top scorer at Centre Midfield and direct-
ed traffic with his passing and communication as well 
as shutting down opposition attacks. Bryn at Left Mid 
linked our strong left-side combination with deft pass-
ing and the occasional goal. Brodie at Right Mid always 
put in good work with some incisive runs and passing. 
Peter used his agility and enthusiasm in the midfield to 
stop attacks and set up attacking opportunities.

In attack, Jackson positioned himself well and used his 
speed to score and set up goals. James used his foot-
work to score a few goals and also defended well. Finn 
played well in defence and attack using his strength 
and speed. Coaches Joel and Bill encouraged the boys 
to enjoy their soccer, to build team skills and to work 
on positional play. Parents were always very positive 
and supportive. The boys always finished the game 
with the same unbridled enthusiasm and enjoyment, 
whether they were on the end of a big loss or a strong 
win.

10A2

10B

Back Row L-R: Joel Gage (Coach), Jack Manson, Koby Hedges, Kynan 
Bush, Finn Hyland, Blake Butterfield, Paul Schwarzi 
(Manager)

Front Row: James Lambropoulos, Jackson Gage, Bryn Schwarzi,
 Peter Kathestides, Brodie Rowley

Back Row L-R: John Feros(Coach), Frankie Karabetsos, Lachlan 
Byrne, Kieran Brown, Byren Smith, Harry Tynan, 
Shane Hardcastle (Coach)

Front Row: Zack Pontey, Matthew Pontey, Jack Hardcastle,  
Dominic Feros, Logan Charlton

Absent: Alec Durante, Natasha Tynan (Manager), Kim Pontey 
(Manager)

Another fantastic year with a wonderful group 
of boys!  With most of the team stepping into a 
higher division in 2014, we were conscious of the 

fact that our ability to play together would be pivotal 
in our success.  Despite a couple of early setbacks, the 
boys hardly lost a match thereafter and demonstrated 
just how much talent they have in this sport.  What 
was most pleasing was that each and every member 
of this squad demonstrated improved skills and a won-
derful attitude towards playing and competing.  We 
witnessed tremendous teamwork and a willingness 
to give their best to the group.   We would again like 
to thank our manager Natasha for her time and effort 
in coordinating everyone and also extend our sincere 
appreciation to all the parents for their support and as-
sistance throughout the year. Well done to  Alec, Bryen, 
Dominic, Frankie, Harry, Jack, Kieran, Lachlan, Logan, 
Matthew, and Zack!
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After a heart wrenching first half to the season, 
and playing in a much stronger, higher graded 
comp, we managed to bounce back over the 

last 9 rounds to finish with more wins and draws than 
losses. 

Even through the harder times, the team held their 
heads high & didn’t lose perspective of what they had 
turned up do, which was to have fun. With some new 
faces in the team & the players at different levels, some 
of who hadn’t played before, the one thing i looked to 
work on throughout the year was each player hold-
ing their position, & the team for the majority of the 
games did so which was pleasing to see. Each player 
I think gained a better idea of where their strengths 
and weaknesses are, in terms of where they can play 
on the field, & where they each need to improve for the 
future. Next year I hope maturity kicks in a little more & 
the players become more aware of what part they have 
to play to succeed as a team, & not play as individuals 
as much, that means passing more & being aware of 
where your team mates are on the field. Our best goals 
this year were scored when we looked up & played un-
selfishly. Hopefully with these things in mind you will 
all be bound for more success in the up coming season.

I’d like to thank John for assisting with the coaching 
which would have made things a lot harder without 
him. I’d also like to thank Annie & Cirelle for managing 
the team, & without all of you it would be team impos-
sible.

Hope to see you all next season
Alf Holmes, 10E Coach”

Well it was a wonderful year of soccer for all our 
players. The team had some amazing wins 
with all players improving throughout the 

year and displayed a terrific team spirit. This was espe-
cially evident in the attendance at training each week, 
with all players eager to learn new skills.

I thoroughly enjoyed my season of junior coaching and 
would like to sincerely thank Guy Turner our Co-coach 
and Manager , for his support throughout the season. 

Thank you also to the parents who helped at training 
and games (especially the duty mornings). You should 
be immensely proud of your children.Also a big thanks 
to my wife Christina for the extra prizes/incentives she 
initiated and her support during the season.Thank you 
also to the Seagulls Club and those people who volun-
teer their time to make a well-run Club.

I am very proud to have been playing for 37 years for 
the best club in the shire.I hope you all continue to 
enjoy your football. Remember everyone is welcome 
to join the Club Committee and continue to grow this 
great club.

Philip Savides (Coach)

10C

10D

Back Row L-R: Alf Holmes (Coach), Andrew Aguilar, Jack McCreery, 
Peter Cuciti, Bailee Raines, Charlie Shelley, Orlando 
Graham, Lou Lancaster (Manager)

Front Row: Benny Barbera, Jake Birdsall, Jake Andrews, Declan 
Ruhle, Ruby Lancaster, Hayden Casey, Jack Wright, 
Stefano Carrer

Back Row L-R: Philip Savides (Coach), Reef Turner, Harry Mahikas, 
Alexander Galea, Toby Allen, Joshua Gawne, Guy 
Turner (Manager)

Front Row: Dominic Burnes, William Calvert, Evan Roukis, Oliver 
Savides, Luke Laffan

Absent: Ethan Do, Bryaden Grant, Jaxon Woods
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What an enjoyable year. It was a source of im-
mense pleasure and pride watching our girls 
grow from a bunch of mates who simply en-

joyed kicking a ball and running around the field at 
the start of the year to a team that by the end of the 
year looked like real soccer players - trapping and pass-
ing the ball to each other,and generally showing skills 
that girls 3 years older than them would envy. We even 
managed to beat a boys team (by 3 goals) at the Kir-
rawee gala day! The real aim at the start of the year was 
for everyone to pick up and improve on their individual 
skills and confidence and gain an introduction to dif-
ferent playing positions. The most pleasing aspect was 
the huge improvement all the girls showed individually 
and as a team by the end of the year. The result against 
one of our opponents (Gymea) illustrated just how 
much the girls improved. Having been thumped 6-0 in 
the first round the girls turned things around and in the 
return game the girls managed to win 2-1. The Gymea 
coach came to me after the game and complimented 
on not only how much the girls had improved but also 
the fair and good spirited way in which our girls played.
Their enjoyment, enthusiasm and fun made it an ab-
solute pleasure to coach them. If they all continue to 
work on their individual skills, I am confident the girls 
can become excellent players as well as one of the best 
teams in the Shire if they work hard and stick together.

Well done girls on an enjoyable year and good luck in 
2015.

For most of the team 2014 was their 3rd season and 
they were joined by new players but old friends 
Luka & Chloe. We raised the bar this year by train-

ing harder and tried to focus a little more on our foot-
ball and a little less on cartwheels and handstands (this 
applied to both players and the manager).

The results were some really great games with good 
passing, leading to some fantastic breaks and awe-
some goals. The players defense also improve this year 
and it was great to see this improvement and the girls 
confidence continue to grow. Teams who may have 
beaten us in previous seasons were out played many 
times this year.

If the girls are able to maintain consistency in 2015, 
they will have a very successful year. With their under-
standing of the game that they have developed it will 
be a year full of fun and excitement regardless.

Thank you Mia Fuller’s Mum Andrea for being our man-
ager again. Thank you to Luka Simpson’s parents Brad 
and Sam for always being available to assist at training. 

And thank you to all the players and families for an-
other great year.

Regards, Geoff

10W1

10X

Back Row L-R: Andre Spnovic (Coach), Emily Spnovic, Annabelle Har-
rington, Hannah Spnovic, ElianeToman, Sarah Moss, 
Sarah Thornely (Manager)

Front Row: Amelia O’Brien, Sophie Bray, Alyssa Johnson, Tara 
Thornely, Kendra Blattman, Jeorgie Brown

Absent: Grace Marks

Back Row L-R: Geoff Woolley (Coach), Chelsea Nolan, Ava Julian, 
Luka Simpson, Bianca Julian, Chloe Eaton, Andrea 
Fuller (Manager)

Front Row: Tamsin Woolley, Mia Fuller, Faith O’Shea, Isla Stroud, 
Ellie Callander, Scarlet Waters

Absent: Ashleigh Picken, Aniek Compton
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I am writing this report the day after losing our Final to Red-
backs 2-0. Whilst I feel very disappointed for the boys and 
their parents that we didn’t make the Grand Final, which we 

absolutely deserved to do given our season, I know deep down 
a feeling of satisfaction and accomplishment will emerge as 
time passes and we reflect on the season. Our team comprised 
7 players from last year’s 10As, with Ethan our main loss to Reps.  
I knew Bailey would joining our team, having shown immense 
promise in the 10C the year prior. I was absolutely delighted 
and surprised when we gained four new excellent players:  Liam 
and Louis from Gwawley Bay, Olivier from Grays Point and Luke 
from Reps. I knew straight away we had a very talented team 
that would compete strongly in the A grade competition.  Com-
bine this with the fact that 11s is the first year of points tables 
and finals and my competitive juices were fired up! Importantly, 
so were the boys. Throughout the season we won 12 games, 
drew 1 and lost 5 (2 being the semi and final).  We scored 56 
wonderful goals and conceded only 21.After we lost the semi to 
Gymea, their coach wished us luck for the final then made the 
comment ‘you guys have raised the bar this year’.  That is one 
thing I will take from this year - on our day we WERE the best 
team in the comp in terms of the style and quality of soccer we 
played - no question about it. This will hold us in good stead for 
next year. I will reflect on individual achievements at the end of 
year dinner. However it would be remiss not to comment on an 
amazing team achievement when we beat the Minor Premiers 
and likely Premiers 6-1 on their home ground.  It is a game I will 
always remember. We showed determination, commitment, 
skill, teamwork and clinical passing and finishing.  It was magic. 
Thank you boys for allowing me to coach you, and also for pro-

The mighty 11C Seagulls had a terrific season. The 
boys improved their skills, worked as a team and 
had a lot of fun. 

With 12 wins, 1 draw and only 3 losses, the team achieved 
2nd place on the ladder and narrowly lost the final. The ef-
fort, sportsmanship and camaraderie displayed made the 
games a pleasure to watch.  Each of the boys won a well-
deserved team award.  Finley Moore won PLAYERS’ PLAY-
ER, voted by his team mates as the Player of the Season. 
Cameron Turnbull won INIESTA AWARENESS AND VISION 
for excellent passing; for improving; for always trying his 
hardest. Jimmy Beer won COACH’S MOST IMPROVED for 
his solid cover defense and getting better all season. Ben 
Lomas won PLAYMAKER for showing amazing composure 
and finding a great place to put a pass through. Zach Far-
rugia won FAIR PLAY for great sportsmanship while re-
specting all of those playing the game.  Max Nelson won 
GOLDEN GLOVE for making classic saves. Will Coe won 
GOLDEN BOOT for 15 goals during the season. Will Lud-
mon won SIDELINE SUPERMAN for defensive tackles and 
massive throw ins. Leo Boualibane won THE GREAT WALL 
for being impassable and loving his defensive role. James 
Marks won CAPTAIN RELENTLESS for epic speed and nev-
er giving up. Louie Briggs won the MOJO AWARD for his 
amazing running, tackling, hounding and giving his best. 
Ryan Melia won MASTER BLASTER for spectacular corners, 
long range shots and goal kicks.

Thanks to all involved, hope to see you all back next year.”

11A

11C

Back Row L-R: Craig Mackenzie (Coach), Oscar Waser, 
Benjamin Hickey, Louis Williams, Bailey 
Chapman, Joel Cassidy

Front Row: Thomas Nicholas, Liam Jones, Vaughan 
Mackenzie, Luke Inglis, Alexander Palmer, 
Olivier Clark, Max Cooper

Absent: Penny Cassidy (Manager)

Back Row L-R: Robin Moore (Manager), William Ludmon, 
William Coe, Ryan Melia, James Beer, Finley 
Moore, Jimmy Turnbull (Coach)

Front Row: Zachary Farrugia, Leo Boualibane, Louie Biggs, 
Max Nelson, Cameron Turnbull, James Marks, 
Benjamin Lomas

viding the highlight of my week each and every week. Thank 
you to Penny for managing the team and Scott, Larry and 
George for helping out training.
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The U11D’s had a fantastic season, going within 
one game of a grand final appearance. An ex-
tremely energetic group of boys, everyone put 

in a massive effort all year, improved their skills and 
should be very proud of their achievements. Our de-
fenders Ashton, Jake, Luke and Nye proved a formida-
ble barrier for any team to get through, tackled hard 
and made the opposition work hard for any goals. 
The midfield of Chris, Marlon, Nick K, Nick T and Ryder 
proved an excellent link between our forwards and 
backs, being on hand to stop and create goals, run-
ning all game and never giving up. Jimmy, Kane and 
Luka were a great attacking strike force, scoring plenty 
of spectacular goals and terrorising the opposition de-
fence. Finally, a special thanks to Chris, Jake and Jimmy 
for being our goalies in most games this year. Thanks to 
all the parents and carers for getting the boys to train-
ing and for turning up to cheer every weekend. The 
boys were all a delight to coach and manage. Hope to 
see you all again next year.

This team was formed as a blend of last years 
11B’s and 11D2’s and as a lot of the boys had 
not played together before it was really pleas-

ing to see them perform well as a team right from 
the first game of the season. Their consistent perfor-
mances kept them in the semi final race all year and 
culminated in their best performance of the season 
to beat Gymea and cement their top four spot in the 
last game of the regular season. The team shared 
goal keeping duties throughout the season and lost 
key players through illness and injury at semi final 
time so all the boys can be proud of their outstand-
ing result. Our defence was rock solid all year with 
Keegan,Ronan and Mitch at the back having great 
seasons. In the midfield Lachie, Archie, Kane and 
Harrison led the way, ably supported by Jay, Coop-
er and Beau. Alex upfront was a goal machine and 
formed strong combinations with Aaron, Dimitri, 
Callan, Kye and Oliver. Most pleasing was to see the 
boys improve their ball control and passing game 
throughout the season and use the width of the 
full field to create attacking opportunities. Thanks 
to Matt for keeping everyone informed throughout 
the season and to all the parents and families who 
provided enthusiastic support at all of our games. 
Well done boys!

11D

12B

Back Row L-R: Daren Draganic (Coach), Nye Rowland, Nicolas 
Townsend, Luka Krstic, Nicholas Kasavetis, Christo-
pher Towsend, Kylie Herbert (Manager)

Front Row: James Trevallion, Ashton Draganic, Kane Herbert, 
Jake Zaglas, Luke Hails, Marlon Krivograd-Torode

Absent: Ryder O’Donnell

Back Row L-R: Phil Sheridan (Coach), Keegan Hanslow, Alex Aguilar, 
Kane Butterfield, Jay Gotvik-Dobson, Harrison Cooke, 
Callan Hyland, Kye Brown, Matt Smith (Manager)

Front Row: Mitchell Smith, Archie Taylor, Lachlan Sheridan, Ronan 
Mauro, Oliver Roach, Cooper Savides, Beau Gougeon, 
Dimitri Hondronikolas

Absent: Aaron Wilson
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The 13A’s had one of those up and down seasons. 
With a slow start to the year the boys started to 
hit their straps in the last half of the season. Un-

fortunately we left our run to the semi’s a bit late with a 
few games in the balance not going our way. Through-
out the season we saw the boys become young men 
through determination, commitment and never give 
up attitude when the chips were down. Lachlan and 
John had their first season of full field football by play-
ing up a year, congratulations on the big step up. Our 
forwards this year Lachlan, William and Ryan did a 
great job through some very strong defence. The mid-
field was Harrison, Charlie, Carl and Mitchell provided 
a great platform for our forwards all season. Our backs 
John, Daniel K, Angus, Cameron and Max were brilliant 
in defence foiling many attacking raids. Our man with 
the gloves Daniel R had a fantastic season with some 
magical saves. Well done boys you should be very 
proud of your efforts. Thank you to our coaches Cleve 
and Dean, also to the parents for their support through 
the season.

12C

13A

Back Row L-R: Jeff Micallef (Manager), Mia Marvin, Brock Haslam, Connor 
Polias, Timothy McEwan, Ben Zasadzki, Charlotte  
Gallagher, Thomas Wyer, Jeff Galea (Coach), Justin G 
allagher (Assist. Coach)

Front Row: Tyler Simpson, Joel Cobett, Joshua Robinson, Nicholas 
Galea, Joshua Micallef, Lachaln Ward, Daniel Arena, David 
Imlay, Timothy Witherden

Back Row L-R: Cleve Barton(Coach), Ryan Walker, Cameron 
Williams, Harrison Maddern, Mitchell Dibben, Angus 
Lehmann, Brook Dibben (Manager), Dean Rindfleish 
(Coach)

Front Row: Carl Barton, Daniel Knight, Charles Waser, Daniel 
Rindfleish, Max Kingsbury-West, Lachlan Swatosch, 
John Fostellis, William Thomas
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13B

13C

Back Row L-R: Liz Kemmler (Manager), Lachlan McCarthy, Gabriel 
Smythe, William Corbett, Todd Kemmler, Ryan 
Bultitude, Andrew Youkhana, Nathan Ford, Joshua 
Kemmler (Coach)

Front Row: Brayden Emms, Riley Park, Zack Barley, Luke 
Kemmler, Jeremy Curra, Marcus Wilson, Reilly Fox

Back Row L-R: Christian Jory (Coach), Renato Benegas-Zeggara, 
Jake Watson, Remy Carlson, Christopher Lee, Adam 
Smith, Kade Nikitaras, Liam Dixon, Darren Ford 
(Manager)

Front Row: Rafferty Lancaster, Jude Ford, Adam Rudge, Harrison 
Jurd, Joshua Cowie, Max Jory, Luke Andrews, Pranav 
Data
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This year saw the return of most of our players and 
welcoming into the team, Josh Parsons, Nathan 
Wedesweiler and Henry Fuller. What looked like 

one of the strongest teams on paper, but it took a while 
on the field for the boys to gel. Maybe all the testoster-
one needed to be tamed. There were a few games that 
we could not believe how we lost, but overall the boys 
played excellently and consistently. There was some 
unbelievable play and unbelievable goal saves which 
kept the games very interesting. During the season, 
we entered into the State Cup and made it to the 4th 
Round. An excellent achievement. During the season, 
the coach had to move some of the boys out of their 
familiar positions, but found their niche positions by 
doing so. This only benefited the team and made it 
stronger. The boys fought hard in the last 7 rounds, win-
ning 6 games and drawing 1 to become Minor Premiers 
and a chance to play in the Champion Of Champions 
competition. Three teams were on top of the 14A’s ta-
ble, but we had the goal difference of 2 to clinch the 
top spot. However, the other clubs were hungrier to be 
in the Grand Finals and we bowed out losing the Semi’s 
and the Finals in a nail biting finish. Our teams goals 
came from Josh P (13), Henry (10), Josh J (6), Samuel M 
(5), Nathan (5), Christian (3), Kieran (2), Luke (2), Sam P 
(1), Josh B (1). Thank you to all the parents supporting 
the team and Mark Wedesweiler for assistant coaching.

14c’s a fantastic team who trained hard to play 
their way into the 2014 Grand final! We fin-
ished 2nd on the ladder. Each game was ex-

citing with many nail biting moments. Mitch & Bailey 
shared goals early in the season, Mitch becoming a 
dedicated goalie for the later weeks & the finals series, 
saving goals that professionals would miss. Carl, Na-
than S, Nathan W & Peter defended the goals with skill 
& courage in the backs, to save us on many occasions. 
Bailey, Ben, Josh, Nathan H, Oscar, Tom D, Tom L, played 
great in the midfield providing coverage to the backs, 
moving the ball forward into the opponents half & also 
scoring many awesome midfield goals. Dylan, Harry, 
Leo & Luke up front were strong & dependable scoring 
many goals running through the opposition’s defense 
with style, just in time to win games. Leading into the 
finals the boys went head to head in the semis with 
an amazing game against Gymea only to go down 2-1 
in extra time. The final saw the boys prepare well and 
play Barden Ridge. Our boys won 2-0 in a tough game 
which earned them their well deserved position in the 
Grand final! After a rain soaked week, the grand final 
moved to Bundeena where our boys played a gutsy 
game against Gymea. We just couldn’t overcome and 
played every last minute to the final whistle to be won 
over 2-0. John & I enjoyed a great season with a great 
group of kids, congratulations to all the boys, thank 
you to all the parents & I hope you enjoyed each week 
as we did. See you all in 2015!

14A

14C

Back Row L-R: Mat Rice(Coach), Joshua Brown, Kieran Medway, 
Samuel Mandich, Josh Jacobs, Luke Ellston, Rob 
Brown (Manager)

Front Row: Harrison Cramb, Samuel Payne, Joshua 
Parsons, Adrian Aguilar, Henry Fuller, Nathan 
Wedesweiler, Benjamin Shade

Absent: Christian Kalpou, Henry Cunningham

Back Row L-R: Ben Johnson, Nathan Sheridan, Nathan Wallace, 
Thomas Ludmon, Dylan Williams, Tom Drummond, 
Trevor Johnson (Coach)

Front Row: Joshua Standingford, Peter Oglos, Luke Hewson, Leo 
Clement, Harry Sutherland, Oscar Briggs, Karl Ohis

Absent: Mitchell Parr, Bailey Arena, Nathan Hardwick, John 
Williams (Manager)
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Wh”This years 15B comp was very tight mak-
ing it open to any team that could put in 
consistent performances each week.12 

of our 16 games were decided by 1 goal (or less) 
showing that Seagulls were very much in the race. 

While we did struggle to score goals our eventual for & 
against was a commendable -2 proving that we easily 
held our own against virtually every team in the comp.

The weeks we did play to our potential showed great 
ball movement and solid defence, totally dominating 
possession and frustrating the opposition.

All regular spectators agreed that this team certainly 
had the capacity to be in the semi’s and give it a good 
shake this season. Unfortunately we had a few games 
where we were not at our best resulting in our middle 
of the pack finish in 6th place.

I hope this team sticks together for season 2015 as I am 
sure that with more consistency and discipline in at-
tack they could be genuine contenders in the B-Grade 
comp.

15A

15B

Back Row L-R: Geoffrey Woods (Manager), Dimitri Diniakos, Rees 
Hopper, Theo Koulouris, Lachlan Woods, Benjamin 
Green, George Koulouris (Coach)

Front Row: Aaron Delfino, Jack Stevens, Philip Goussia, Benjamin 
Roberts, Steven Yannopoulos, Daniel Mauro, Patrick 
Femiglietti

Absent: Elvir Catovic

Back Row L-R: Jarrod Bell, Matthew Halfpenny, Jayden Woods, 
Rhys Druery, Dimitri Vergados, Wayne Druery 
(Coach)

Front Row: Victor Ying, Lachlan Macpherson, Zackary 
Hankin, Essie Mostaghimi, Ben Glennan, Jonty 
Redman, Dimitry Vergados

Absent: Curtis Pennini

Another season over and what a roller coaster of 
a year we had. It’s hard to believe at the start of 
the season we had lost 6 players from last year’s 

team and welcomed the same number of new players 
to the team Elvir, Dimi, Philip, Ben G, Rees and Jack. Our 
season did not start well with Theo injured early and 
looking as though he may miss the entire season. From 
there it only got worse where we had boys injured and 
suspended. This took its toll on the team as we strug-
gled at times throughout the season to put a full team 
on the field. This led to George being creative and shuf-
fling the boys around in unfamiliar positions. To the 
boys credit they all put in 100% and in most instances 
played the entire match, running low on energy.

Well done to Ben R, our goalkeeper, who had another 
outstanding season (making some memorable saves 
and providing plenty of encouragement to the boys). 
To our regular fullbacks Daniel, Patrick, Rees, Philip 
and Ben G who all played extremely well throughout 
the year. To our midfielders and forwards Aaron, Elvir, 
Dimi, Theo, Jack, Lochie and Steven, all playing some 
great and entertaining football. Unfortunately it wasn’t 
our year with some narrowly missed opportunities and 
games that could have gone in our favour (this was the 
difference in making the finals). Overall the boys can 
take a lot from this season, with the last few games of 
the year with the full squad clearly showing what we 
were capable of. 

Thank you to all the parents for your ongoing help and support through 
the year. To George a huge thanks to you for coaching the boys again, 
your passion clearly shown in getting the best out of the boys.
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2014 has been a trying season, the team contending 
with the loss of 2 players with broken arms and hav-
ing to juggle the numbers many weekends with player 
shortages.

Despite these challenges,  the C1’s put in some terrific 
performances winning some of our harder games and 
drawing the games where perhaps we should have 
won. The boys grew well as a team with a number of 
position combinations serving us well. If the season 
had been a bit longer, I’m sure we could have had some 
more success.

Of particular mention are Luke and Thomas who joined 
the team with little soccer experience and contributed 
strongly all season. Kale Pennell became the ‘rock’ of 
our backline and was always willing to fill the breach 
wherever needed.  The rest of the guys put in as much 
as could be expected and perhaps our position at sea-
son end didn’t reflect the effort we all put.

Lastly, thanks to Rod Enright for coaching again Matt 
Saxon providing valuable support as assistant coach, 
and to many of the parents that supported the boys 
every week.

Calvin Penrose
Manager

The Cronulla Seagulls U15C2’s had a good season. 
However it didn’t start that way. At the beginning 
of the year we didn’t have enough players to field 

a full team and often started short if we couldn’t bor-
row from other teams. Our first game of the year was 
against the Miranda Magpies which we lost 11-2. It 
seemed it could be a long year. Our team was made up 
of a diverse range of skills, abilities and experience. We 
did all have one thing in common. The team and each 
of its players would never give up.

Much of the time the boys were up against teams that 
were either technically better or had more experience 
than us. The team worked hard on its skills and prac-
ticed how to play as a team.

By the second round We started winning games and 
we had stars popping up all over the park. The high-
light was when we played the Miranda Magpies in 
round 2. This time we were ready with a game plan. At 
the 60 minute mark we were down 3-0. It was as we had 
expected. We then threw our team forward into attack. 
We caught them by surprise. A first goal came and then 
a second. With the last kick of the game we got a third 
and tied the match – the first team in the league to take 
points off Miranda who went on to win the competi-
tion undefeated.

Unfortunately we dropped too many points early on 
and our late charge wasn’t enough to make the semis. 
However, the team and each and every one of the boys 
made us all proud. Well done boys on a season full of 
character, courage and never giving in! Brad “

15C1

15C2

Back Row L-R: Calvin Penrose (Manager), Tynan Wallace, Aiden 
O’Leary, Max Enright, Luke Whitehill, Michael 
Penrose, Matthew Saxon (Assist. Coach) Rod Enright 
(Coach)

Front Row: Jake Catalano, Mathias Gregory, Ryley O’Sullivan, 
Kale Pennell, Thomas Saxon, Declan Ambrose, 
George Hughes

Back Row L-R: Harley Jones, Max Munro, Matthew Nakkan, 
Mark Woods, Will Duddleston

Front Row: Alen Tony, Retvin Roy, Tom Muller, Jack Herbert, 
Flynn Mapplebeck, Chris Justin

Absent: Branson Moore, Clay Dwyer, Reece Connor, 
Laurena Moore (Manager), Brad Moore (Coach)
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16A

16B

Back Row L-R: Darcy Medwey, Cameron Amos, Sam Wyllie, Josh Hackfath, 
Matthew Ludmon, Rhys  Whittle, Adam Laffan, Michael  
Dutton (Coach)

Front Row: Joshua Hardwick, Jordan Grinham, Jed Smith, Joshua 
Kemmler, Isaac Byrne, Alec Dutton, Ned Drummond

Absent: Alisa Amos (Manager)

Back Row L-R: Steve Waters (Coach), Jake Barley, Matthew Pollard, 
Brad Holmes, Harry Blatchford, Timothy Weston, Rowan 
Leavold (Manager)

Front Row: Rory Powditch, Brandon Edgell, Jackson Leavold, Ryan 
Thomson, Marcus Mandich, Harrison Waters, Julian 
Wilkins

Absent: Ryan Gerlach, Ryoto Kato, Blake Kelly
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The 18A’s had a great season despite disruptions 
due to injuries and the challenge of playing first 
year in the under 18. It was a very tight competi-

tion with many great games, the most memorable be-
ing our win against eventual premiers Bosco in R2 and 
our 4-0 win against arch rival Gymea. We finished the 
season in 4th spot, but unfortunately lost from a goal 
in the last seconds of the semi. Well done to all players 
and coach Mike. Hope to see you all again next year.

18A

18B

Top Row from left: Mike Harrington (coach), Finley Powditch, 
Lucas Sodermark, Ben Harrington, William 
Halls, Lachlan Marshall, Adam Peachy, Dominic 
Michalak, Tim Powditch (assistant coach)

Bottom row from left: Mark Goodman, Jacob Knight, Tim Kovanis, 
Andrew Banning, Conrad Briggs, Nathan Lim

Absent: Tim Milross, Brandon Hanslow”

Back Row L-R: Ethan Redman (Manager), Liam McNeill, Jack  
Wyllie, Ryan Hay, Jordan Grosse, Harris  
Pocklington, Robert McNeill (Coach)

Front Row: Benjamin Munns, Sean Le, Ryan Picknell, Jacob 
Strachan, Alexander Witherden, Peigeng Sun

Absent: Jake Lawrence, Alex Wyllie, Jack Wyllie
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Boys started the yr as a mixture of those whom 
have played many yrs, & those just starting out. 
Took a little while for the guys to get to know ea 

other’s games & familiarise themselves with positions 
they may have never played for. Slowly but surely, their 
confidence grew & so did their abilities. This was no 
more evident but in their last 4 games, having played 
the best 2 teams, beating one & drawing against the 
other. In no way being outplayed. So a great way to fin-
ish the yr.

The attendance at training throughout the yr was ter-
rific. Their behaviour during the games was very good, 
no dis-respect to the refs or opposition players. Plus, 
all but 1 of the 16 players turn 17 this yr, so they have 
another yr in the 18’s. So all goes well for a better yr in 
2015.

All in all, am very proud of the way they conducted 
themselves throughout yr, showing a lot of maturity.

Rob

18C

18D

Back Row L-R: Matt Limberis, Matthew Stokes-Hughes, Hayden Ward, 
Liam Tyte, Ethan Shade, Jacob Ingram, Blake Ross (Coach)

Front Row: Tom Letton, Thomas Skimmings, Samuel Lean, Daniel  
Neumeyer, Jarrad Nance, Cameron Mitchell, Jared Ross, 
Joshua Wallace, Nathan Donnellan

Absent: James Sloan, Ian Ross (Manager)

Back Row L-R: Michael Noonan, Luke Thompson, James Pirie, 
 Angus Oxley, Jordan Gill, Mitchell Baker, Rob  
 Thompson (Coach)
Front Row: Aiden Sawyer, Jake Jones, Rudyard Moore, Charles 

Warden, Corey Dodd, Jarrod Anderson, James  
Redman, Connor Newbitt-Hill

Absent: Chase McGregor, Ellis Rutar
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It was a good year for the team but it had a slightly 
disappointing finish. We achieved our goal of mak-
ing the semi-finals but having been undefeated after 

6 rounds and perched on top of the table, I think the 
boys all know that it was there for the taking.

I must give full credit to the whole team for the way 
they played their football. It was a pleasure to watch 
especially the games at 5 sports which allowed them 
to knock the ball around with confidence.

I am sure that we would have won the shots into the 
post and shots directly at the keeper categories if they 
existed but on the positive side we were always putting 
ourselves into position to shoot. That in itself is a vast 
improvement on the previous year.

As always I am proud to be associated with a group of 
young men who represent the club and themselves in 
such a positive manner.

Thanks to our many supporters who braved some very 
cold and wintry afternoons to encourage the boys. 

And last but certainly not least, we would be lost with-
out our manager (and mother hen) Leonie who not 
only does her normal manager duties but also makes 
sure the rest of us don’t need to think about anything 
but the game.

Grand finalists two years in a row! Not a bad ef-
fort girls. Following the step up to the big pitch 
this season the W12A’s put in a terrific season 

making the grand final again for the second year in a 
row. The season saw some memorable matches against 
quality sides all of whom provided real challenges for 
our girls. The W12A’s worked hard at training showing 
focus and commitment as demonstrated by a num-
ber of players participating in additional develop-
ment squad sessions. Skills improved across the park 
as the season progressed and the girls never say die 
attitude had them sitting in second place at the end 
of the rounds. Our finals campaign was solid with the 
minor premiers proving our achilles heel defeating 
us in the major semi and again in the grand final. The 
grand final was a great match with a score line of 1-1 
late in the match before we conceded a couple of last 
minute goals leaving us with a score that didn’t reflect 
the closeness of the game. i’m sure we will go one bet-
ter next season! Manny thanks to John Orman for his 
coaching and Jonothan O’Hara for his management 
and coaching this season. Thanks to George and the 
committee for their hard work and dedication this sea-
son. 

Cheers Damian

21A

W12A1

Back Row (L-R):  Jackson Moore, Liam Demech, Josh Rancan, Matt 
Peterie , Dale Murphy, Jackson Lord, Tom Waters, 
Scott Gordon-Phillips

Front Row (L-R): Adam Comerford, Jordan Brown, Matt Canturi, 
Joel Gladman , Liam Garland, Murray Becker, 
Brandon Anderson, Nathan Cox

Back Row L-R: Demian Hurst (Coach), Olivia Maple, Ava  
Orman, Matilda Woods, Ruby Johnstone, 
Gabrielle Bredley, Harriet Hurst, Jonathan 
O’Hara (Manager), John Orman (Assist. Coach)

Front Row: Georgina Fardoulis, Allegra Candiago, 
Gemma Thornely, Shardee Spencer, Rorie 
O’Hara, Summer Halliwell-Quinn, Kiara Lucas
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W12A2

W12C

Back Row L-R: Andrew Barley (Coach), Harper Sidney, Jacinta 
Spnovic, Prue Turner, Tara Smith, Alexandra 
Raatz, Darren Stark (Manager)

Front Row: Bronte Stark, Chloe Barley, Annika Tan, Taylor 
Marlow, Olivia Gorick, Emma Orrell

Absent: Meeka Campbell, Mikayla Fernley, Abbey 
Gould, Emma Woodin

Back Row L-R: Geoff Woolley (Coach), Jessica Cordeiro, Maya 
Hill, Mya Hagg, Olivia Blumer, Christina Ohis, 
Kate Hawkes

Front Row: Annika Woolley, Alexia Day, Isabella Bentley, 
McKenzie Reeves, Isabella Kotis, Sofia Carrer, 
Grace Hawkes, Abigail Nash

Absent: Madison Dunn

Th”The season started with a number of new re-
go’s for the U11’s but with not enough players 
for a full team we added some new and old U12’s 

and created the W12C’s.

Although the W12C’s started as a team with many play-
ers who had either not played before and/or were play-
ing up a year higher, and mostly did not know one an-
other, they would go on to lose only two games during 
their 16 rounds and get to play in the semi-finals. 

Highlights were beating both the 1st and 2nd placed 
teams in the second round. Win, lose or draw we played 
as a team with 7 of 15 players scoring at least one goal 
during the season, and while our dedicated backs 
and goal keeper may not have scored any goals they 
stopped plenty and can be proud of their third best 
“”against”” record in the 9 team competition.

None of this would have been possible without the co-
operation and hard work from all players during train-
ing and the continued support and encouragement 
from all the parents. Thank you Mya Haag’s parents 
Trent & Nisha for taking on Manager duties.

Thank you to Isabella Kotis’s dad Jeff for being available 
at every training session and helping develop our great 
goal keeper. Thank you to all players and families for 
such a wonderful season of football.

Regards Geoff.

After the euphoria of gf victory last year we 
were welcomed to full field and fully fledged 
A’s in round 1, 0-9 to the might of Sylvania-

with their paid coach and all! After that game I did 
promise we would not be beaten like that again 
and to all our credit ,we held our heads high, win-
ning games and being competitive in all the other 
games but more importantly playing the game in 
our own style of fair play, fun and participation. 
Clearly, sustained field possession in our own half lead-
ing to an inability to score goals let us down during the 
year, something that needs to be addressed next year.
Our fitness improved markedly during the year which 
was pleasing. I have to say our backs were phenomenal 
during the year, repelling repeated opposition raids as 
we were often unable to improve field position. The 
backs need to be commended on their year. I would 
like to thank all the girls for being such a bright, happy 
and polite group of young ladies-yes, this year as coach 
was a challenge but the girls are all wonderful human 
beings and I would be confident to say have formed 
friendships for life.

This will be my 4th and final year of coaching you all-
thank you to managers starky and megsy who have 
been a great support and to the parents and extended 
supporter base who came to cheer us on- I have only 
felt support and friendship as my time as coach. There 
are some great memories girls that we will all share 
together-make sure to pull those boots on next year!!
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A very pleasing season as the team developed 
well considering the many new players join-
ing us this year. The team became a cohesive 

unit that got us through to the semi finals. This game 
summed up our season as we very competitive but 
could not manage to score goals.

We overcame the issue of not having a dedicated goal-
keeper by sharing the load and found natural keepers 
in Cheyenne and Michaela who are both great players 
on the field. We varied the back line (not popular po-
sitions) with Tara, Amy Crowe, Molly and Talia a very 
good combination always going for the ball. Rebecca’s 
great running helped in defence as needed, Sophie 
with good field coverage and Ashleigh contesting pos-
session bolstered the backs against strong teams. Mid-
field was mainly shared between Abby with great ball 
skills, Claudia showing great passing skills with Georgia 
always trying and demonstrating great throw-in tech-
nique. We tried many combinations of forwards with 
Tiarna, Amy Munn and Bella showing the way chasing 
the ball and putting pressure on the opposition.

The team never gave up in a game and were always 
supportive of each other – hopefully we can keep to-
gether for future seasons. Thanks to Alisa as Manager 
(and sometimes coach) and the parents who were al-
ways very positive

2014 was a great year for this wonderful group 
of players. Their much improved football skills, 
disciplined positional play and great team 
ethos has been the secret to their success. 
They all play with a strong desire to win and 
never give up attitudes yet their smiles are al-
ways close to the surface . Playing football is 
good but playing with your friends is even bet-
ter. Year after year this group of girls showcase 
what team sports are all about it.... finesse, fit-
ness, fun and friendship. Keep it up girls. We all 
love watching your style of football.

W13B

W14B Back Row L-R: Martin Wragg (Coach), Natasha McNeill, Natasha  
Radojevic, Hayley Bannister, Kiana Haag, Sierra Blatt-
man, Melody Wragg, Beth Coe, Lara Quigley, Genevieve 
Dennis (Manager)

Front Row: Isabelle Williams, Rachael Mauro, Annika Durante,  
Amber Dohetry, Eloise O’Connor, Zara Wilson, Ariana 
Tane, Bianca Candiago, Sophie Dennis

PREM
IERS
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W15B

W16A

Back Row L-R: Peter Swatosch (Manager), Jessica Swatosch, Lili 
Morris, Brogan Smith, Lena Bradbury, Hannah 
Munns, Bailey Mazor, Jessica Brown, Garth Young 
(Coach)

Front Row: Julia Vasilas, Sarah Richardson, Georgia Holden, 
Jessica Matheson, Olivia Brown, Laura Young, 
Nicole Dunn, Lana Missiris, Edina Heagney, 
Yolarnda Simpkin, Maddison Grounds

Back Row L-R: Damian Hurst (Coach), Darcey Lord, Natalie 
Dufour, Claudia Turner, Phoebe Hinton, Lyndien 
Punnett, Amelia Hurst, Barry Ffrench (Manager)

Front Row: Alex Coleman, Alison Carrero, Jessica Fletcher, 
Michaela Ffrench, Stephanie Kentwell, Lillian 
Orrel

Front Row: Emma Foley, Lauren Wright, Penny Cosio

Season 2014 was a big ask for the W16A side, a 
team best suited to a B grade comp. To the girls 
credit they backed up each week against the 

odds and made the opposition sides work every week. 
Although most matches ended in a loss our girls were 
never beaten. We never dropped our heads and always 
played the full 70 minutes.

Skills across the park have improved this season and 
many great goals were scored over the course of the 
competition.

We look forward to season 2015 and the anticipated 
success it will bring.

Cheers Damian co-coach

The under15’s women’s had a great season, 
finishing around the middle of the table. Now 
this doesn’t really reflect how their season 

went  as they were never far off a win. Most games 
were nail biter’s for the parents watching on, with 
results of draws, or being defeated by only one goal. 
This can be seen in our goal averaged (GD) which 
was 30 goals for and 31against for the season. 

This year we had 4 new players to soccer, and our 
team, being Sarah, Julia, Jess B and Lilly. Sarah 
shared the spot of goalie for the season with Edina 
and Laura, who all showed great talent and needed 
bravery. Lilly, Jess and Julia improved dramatically 
through the season, finding their feet in different 
positions. Credit has to go to our backs, Maddy, 
Hanna, Yolanda, Brogan, Bailey and Lana who had 
a fantastic season, one of the best defenses in the 
comp. Our halves Nicole, Olivia, Jess M and Geor-
gia controlled the centre and provided spectacu-
lar runs out of the halves. The forwards, Jess S and 
Lena along with Jess B were able to score some 
great goals through the season, 30 in total which 
is a great effort.  

Aside to the skills of soccer, the girls had a great 
season together, they were a great bunch and a 
pleasure to coach, both Peter (coach / Manager) 
and Garth (coach) are very proud of the you all and 
look forward to next season. 
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Well the girls still finished off the Sea-
son with a Win, but unable to finish off 
with the Premiership, leading the table  

through out the year till the last game, where Mi-
randa pipped  us at the post, then making it to the 
Finals, however just missed out for the chance to 
play GF.  Major year for injuries since May, however 
the girls that could play always stepped up to for 
a win on the day.  We had 4 new players joining 
us this year all bringing great talent along with the 
talent we have already.

We have walked away with being W18””A State Fi-
nalists, winners !!

Girls you showed great sportsmanship on and off 
the field this year, so be proud of yourselves and 
your  achievements.. 

W18A Back Row L-R: Helan Palmer (Manager), Bronte Banning, Emma Lisser, 
Chloe Malic, Helen Tucker, Emma Carey, Phoebe Fuller, 
Georgia Sachr, Steve Mahnken (Assist. Coach)

Front Row: Mirade Mahnken, Tierne Cavanagh, Bella-Jane Thorn-
thwaite, Stephanie Shilling, Tiana Williams, Michaela 
Matthews, Jaslyn Brown

Absent: Dave Fuller (Coach), Paris Whittaker, Dominique 
 Johnston

We were always going to improve on our perfor-
mance from last season. One year older, stronger 
& more skilled at playing together. Well we did, 

Premiers of the under 18 WC grade, congratulations to all 
of the players. A job very well done.

Our games were always won from the goal line. Our Goal 
keepers Kaitlyn & Amber were ever reliable & dependable. 
Taking on the task each week, no questions asked.  They 
also played positions up the field & were more than capa-
ble of filling the roles asked of them. Then we had the ever 
present backs that turned out the attacks time after time, 
Kayleigh, Emma, Rachel & Clare.  Each week they seemed 
to gel & play a bit better. They never once took a backward 
step no matter who was running at them.  They continu-
ously ran down any loose ball or opposition player. We 
could ask no more than what was given.

Our mid field with Jazmine, Lauren & Chelsea was our en-
gine room for sure.  We gained so much drive from these 
players.  They all covered so much ground both forward & 
back. If these girls weren’t   feeding the ball up field to our 
waiting forwards, they were running back to provide extra 
defence. They showed great ball skill & used direct passing 
to our advantage.

Maggie, Lilliana, Elizabeth& Bianca were there to do a job 
& they did. Either put the ball in the net or give it to the 
person in a better position to score. Some weeks were 
easier than others but they never stopped trying.  We can’t 
win unless we outscore the opposition! 

To sum up, it was a pleasure to be involved with this team 
& watch them play each week. They all improved out of 
sight & had a great time. Thanks for a wonderfully success-
ful season. I’m sure that Mark would agree with me that it 
has been a pleasure to be involved with this team all sea-
son. The added bonus was the Premiership, well deserved.

W18C Back Row L-R: Mark Ferrugia (Coach), Elizabeth Cruickshank, 
Lauren Chadwick, Clarie Gorman, Amber 
Chadwick, Maggie Mahoney, Bianca Casarotto, 
Stephen Beckedahl (Manager)

Front Row: Kayleigh Martin, Rachel Read, Emma Becken-
dahl, Kaitlyn Heagney, Liliana Brogan, Jazmin 
Tiller, Chelsea Tiller

PREM
IERS
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Under 21s presented quite a step up for our 18 
(and one 17) year olds. However we had a great 
season, coming in 4th and recording a lot of 

wins along the way.  These ladies are not the keenest 
trainers (perhaps an understatement?) but are very en-
thusiastic and passionate players who enjoy their foot-
ball.  Our performance in the semi was outstanding and 
at 0-0 at half time we were very optimistic.  Didn’t go 
our way in the end but the football we played that day 
made for a very proud coach!

It was a pleasure to coach the girls and I thank them for 
their support and understanding.  Special mention to 
Kristen who stepped up as manager this year (in addi-
tion to her role as star striker) and did an outstanding 
job. In a team with no specialist goalie (and no volun-
teers!) I would like to thank Emma B, Tannille and Jamie 
for doing more than their share and doing so with dis-
tinction.

I would also like to thank our small band of dedicated 
parents who turn up every week to support the girls.  I 
know the girls join me in saying Thank You!

We look forward to another great year in 2015.

Martin McGrath

This season was certainly one of highs & lows.  Af-
ter starting the year with a big squad full of tal-
ent & high aspirations, it wasn’t long before the 

first of our multiple season ending injuries shook the 
side up.  The depth of our squad was tested repeat-
edly, with the team doing well to remain competitive 
in many games given the number of players unavail-
able at various times.  The AL02 competition was one 
of the tightest in years, with only 2 points separating 
the top 5 teams for most of the season.  With the Minor 
Premiership in our grasp going into Round 18, we fell at 
the last hurdle and qualified for the finals in third posi-
tion.  A disappointing loss in the semi then left us shell 
shocked and out of the competition in a 2 week period 
that I’m sure we’d all like to have over again if possible.  
But that’s football, and with what was largely a new 
side, we can all be proud of what we’ve achieved in our 
first year together.  I’m sure that the team will regroup & 
come back again bigger & stronger in 2015.  Our thanks 
go to Gary Lockwood for the commitment he took on 
this year.  He provided great direction week in week 
out, and some of the younger boys in our squad have 
really developed under his coaching.  FYI - next year’s 
drills are now available in PowerPoint format for those 
wanting to get a head start in preparation for pre-sea-
son training.  Thanks also to Todd for helping out, and 
(most importantly) to Glenda for managing the beer 
roster.

W21B

AL2-1 Back Row L-R:  Glenda Lockwood, Jacob Lockwood, Teemu 
Huumonen, Chris Richardson, Luke Hammer, 
Andrew Macris, Will Del Din

Front Row L-R:  Matthew Hyatt, Billy Bettridge, Patrick Delaney, 
Paul Hyatt, Graeme Shannon

Absent:  Alex Pitsis, Bobby Karim, Jay Horrell,  
Luke Colella, Mark Santangelo, Micky Karim, 
Tim Robertson, Trent Vieira, Gary Lockwood, 
Todd Horrell
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The first game was hard. Ross hurt his knee in the 
first 10 mins.2nd was one of the wettest we’d ever 
played in, seeing Erhan shelter under a tree be-

fore lightened the mood. No subs against a full bench. 
We fell behind early and we held on to snatch a draw 
with a Ryder strike in the last minute. In that rain and 
with no breath left we felt like winners. 3rd game rolled 
in and we are back at Seagulls against Bangor. No of-
ficial made it a wild. With the game almost over and 
another draw looking likely, Sait pulled off a miracle to 
seal our 1st victory and his 1st goal. He ran around the 
field, shirt over head and it made everyone laugh. Mick 
came to the team in round 6 and played great, com-
ing back from an injury and almost playing the game in 
entirety. We squashed the hawks that day. Round 8-10 
was 3 draws which probably put us out of finals conten-
tion in the end. Round 12-14 were downers. Shawn was 
given a controversial red card for a scuffle, we gave last 
place Heathcote their only win, and Gymea took home 
the chocolates in the end with a PK. Our last 4 rounds 
were our best although we only won 3. Rhys somehow 
saved a PK, but we lost. Then won 8-3. And won last 
home game. Last game was our only clean sheet, but 
we needed Como to at least draw to make Finals. Luke 
called the other field to get the score as we all huddled 
around in anticipation...his face dropped and we had 
just missed out by 1 point, in the game and on the ta-
ble. So that was our season. Bring on 2015!!!!!!!!!

AL11-1 Back Row L-R: Bruce Elworthy (acting coach), Darren 
Bolton, Kane Helmers, Declan Lloyd, Shawn 
McSparron, Luke Elworthy, Ross McSparron, 
Matt Ryder, Liam Stuart (acting manager), 
Justin Benson, Brad Walker (Manager).

Front Row L-R:  Jesse Cashel (acting manager), George Nour 
(Goalkeeper), Stephen Gibb, Rhys Cheetham-
Smith (Captain/Coach), Shane Lincoln, Erhan 
Inci, Sait Buzgan.

Absent:  Michael Giardullo (top), Matthew Bianco 
(bottom)

Well, its funny what a difference a year can 
make. Last season after finishing a disappoint-
ing 8th in the AL2 comp, we had hoped for 

better things in 2014. Unplanned but unavoidable, our 
pre-season preparation was hampered when the AL2 
camp split down the middle and we turned into the 
AL2/2s. Things looked grim for Joe and the lads barely 
having enough players to register a team. However, 
persistance paid off and we began the campaign with 
an 18 man squad with the ‘’Messiah’’ Gary Masterson 
even returning after a stint down the coast to what af-
fectionately became known as “The Irish Seagulls” with 
as many as 10 squad players hailing from the emerald 
isle, with the rest from Australia, UK, Canada and Russia! 
Expectations were not too high but it became evident 
early that Joes lads were not there to make up the num-
bers as we hovered around the top spots all season. De-
servedly we reached the semi-finals after coming 2nd 
in the competition with 36 points. We faced a top Lilli 
Pilli side in the semi-finals. We prevailed 2-1 and were 
ecstatic that this squad who at one stage had 4 players 
was in a grand final. The grand final was again against 
Lilli Pilli.  A fair result of 1-1 after extra time meant that 
Lilli Pilli became champions after winning the minor 
premiership. Disappointing of course but nobody can 
argue that our heart and determination of the 2014 
season will go down in Seagulls folklore. Cheers again 
to Joe who got a great squad together and we will be 
back stronger next year.

AL2-2 Back Row L-R: Adam Johnston, Alex Vasik, Alan Masterson 
(Captain), Nathan Beach, John Byrne, EJ McGarry, 
Lachlan Simpson, Dave Twiss, Dean Hughes, 
Deane O’Byrne, Stephen Jenkins (Assistant 
Manager)

Front row L-R:  Joe McEwan (Manager), Chris Rainford, Bill 
Haslam, Daniel Walsh, Gary Masterson, Aaron 
McAdam, Daragh Daly, Conor Kavanagh

Absent:  Matt Newton
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The team consisted of half of 
last years AL14’s, 5 of last years 
AL11’s and a couple of new fac-

es to the club. The team blended well  
and made amends for a slow start by 
winning the next couple of games 
against the top teams.Unfortunately, 
due to injuries, work commitments 
and relocations, the second half of the 
season was a repeat of the first half, 
with the team finishing strongly the 
last 3 rounds. Enjoy the off season and 
hope to see you all return next season.

AL14 Back Row (l-r):  Michael Bishop, Robbie Eastwood, Daniel Fynn, 
James Ashby, Kurt Elphinstone, Daniel Stone,  
Jack Colwell

Front Row:   Lincoln Pavett, Mick Kelly, Pravin Parkar,  
Brett Monk, Paul Garth, Robert Vinen

MISSING:   Michael Akers, Ryan Everitt, Andy Maguire,  
Ryan Monk, Callum Ritchie”

Well boys, what a tough year! The step up from 
21’s was much tougher then expected. Week 
after week the games became more challeng-

ing. Although the results didn’t go our way most weeks, 
you should be really proud of the effort you all put in.

Burwood: strong as a rock mate, solid all year.
German: buy of the season! Great creative football.
Jake: 
Andrew/Simon: twinsiesss
Zan: when you showed up, you were lethal! 
Klieny: Held the back line together on most occasions, 
rare brain snaps leading to a few crucial errors.
Joe: Always putting in 100%, unfortunately couldn’t 
find the back of the net often enough!
Jimmy: you like to think you’re the Messi of this team, I 
believe you’re more like James Harper. Very disappoint-
ing given your experience in the high grades.
Jordan: Very glad you didn’t kill anyone this year, well 
done.
Dylan: each week you just kept getting better, biggest 
improver of the year.
Brent: A few of the goals of the season, provided rare 
highlights.
Colin: controlled the midfield well
John: My main man to get the dirty work done.
Henry: Typical pommy

Perhaps we could learn a few things off the 21A side 
over the offseason and come back bigger and better 
next year!”

AL11-2
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So close… 90 minutes is what I ask of the boys every 
week.  To force the Grand Final into extra time with 
a goal in injury time characterises the way the team 

played and gelled this season.  The never say die attitude, 
not giving up until the final whistle.  Cruelly denied the 
Premiership by a linesman call giving Marton a spot pen-
alty to win 3-2 in extra time. 

The season got off to a flyer - 7 from 7 with the round 7 lo-
cal derby clash vs old rivals Lilli Pilli, trailing 1-0 at half time 
the boys came out firing in the secound half to win 3-1 
with 10 men on the field for the majority of the half.  Come 
round 8 and we turn up half cocked and well the result 
speaks for itself - a LOSS.  Complacency and arguing with 
the ref became the norm mid season, as teams that we 
should have put five or six past, we only just did enough 
to get the job done.  Admittedly in this period we did have 
our fair share of injuries, but we were lacking intensity and 
killer instinct to capitalise and take the comp by the horns.

Round 16 and the return leg of the local derby, Lilli Pilli was 
on a roll and boy did we get rolled – 3 f*&%ing nil LOSS, 
worst loss of the season.  Training that week was a clas-
sic white board session, coach and players decided on the 
best way to move forward and work out a game plan.  With 
two big games remaining vs two top 4 teams to claim the 
Minor Premiership.  Two big wins in round 17 and 18, while 
still down on men due to injury and just being able to field 
11 fit men saw us clinch to Minor Premiership in round 17.  
This set in good shape for the finals series – intensity and 
killer instinct was back.

First game of the finals campaign and we see ourselves 
facing Loftus, down 1 nil after 5 min, the boys fought back 
to a 2-1 winner – straight through to the Grand Final.  As 
fate would have it, not one rained out match in regular sea-
son.  The qualifying semi the following week was washed 
out, meaning that we would now be 3 weeks or 2 Sunday 
s (whichever way you look at it) between matches.  Rain 
kept us from training until the Friday before the Grand Fi-
nal where we would encounter Marton.  A shaky start to 

We were mid table 45Cs last year, so were sur-
prised to get a call up to the Bs, but soon got 
into it. We won our first 5 games to get to the 

top of the table and managed to stay there, finishing as 
minor premiers. We played some fantastic games win-
ning by large margins, but also some very tight ones 
against good opposition. In hindsight, it was the gritty 
wins that made the difference (ain’t it always) - espe-
cially the 5-4 win against GR1 when down 1-4 with 15 
minutes to go, what a comeback. In the end it came 
down to 1 vs 2 as we played Gymea in the major semi 
and then the grand final. The game was evenly poised 
in the first half, but we had the better attack and got 
on top with a goal made by our ability to play through 
tight defence. We scored a second and it was all over, 
waiting for the whistle. When it came, Seagulls celebra-
tion was something to be remembered - we can all be 
very happy and proud of our achievement.

35C

O45B

Back Row: Wazza (VC), Gezza, James, Wadsy, Rob, Reg (C), Buzz, 
Robbo (Coach), Troy, Freddie

Front Row: Steve O, Muff, Princess, Pat, Gnome, Deano, Duuj 
(VC), Chris, Gary (this is a PG publication so his 
nickname is censored)

Vilay Boualibane, Joe Catalano, Steve Gordic, Paul Hanslow,  
Andy Jackson, Eddy Lim, Angus Mcpherson, Ken O Brien,  
Paul Frame, Paul Casarotto, Ross Murray, Murray Wardle, Oscar, 
Robert Burt, Mick Briggs, Mark Casemore, Slave Veljanovski, 
Michael Harrington, Mart Testi

the match saw us have a running battle with Marton, not our style of foot-
ball.  Back end of the first half we started to pass the ball around, move into 
space and support the play making Marton chase us around the park and 
the efforts paid off, 1 nil up at half time.  The secound half starts and Marton 
run 2 goals in a 5 min period, we just didn’t hit the park with the intensity 
and killer instinct we should have.  

In closing, thanks to all the boys for the effort this season.  Unfortunately 
we can only lay claim to the Minor Premiership, but a title well deserved 
(check the table if you don’t believe me).  Thanks also to Captain Reg and 
Vice Captains Duuj and Wazza.

Congratulations to Gerard Canavan – 20 years with CSFC

PREM
IERS
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Club Sponsors




